MODULE 1 CLOSING
ON BEHALF OF BINDMANS, HICKlVIAN & ROSE AND HODGE JONES & ALLEN
1.0verview
1.1 Despite being a "legacy" and "very high profile" project for RBKC and the only building it had overclad1, the refurbishment of Grenfell was, due to perceived constraints imposed by the neighbouring KALC
project, hastily conceived by an inept Design Team ("DT") with a Lead Consultant (Studio E) ("SE")
inexperienced in high-rise/cladding projects. Procurement rules both in relation to the retention of the DT and
the ultimate contractor, Rydon were flouted. The project was wrong-footed from the start by a specification
which failed to focus on perfonnance requirements, and instead prioritised aesthetics. SE failed from the
outset to consider what the requirements were for a compliant cladding system. The design of the cladding as
finalised by SE, Rydon and Harley, the cladding sub-contractor, was patently non-compliant with the Building
Regulations and ADB2. The compliance of the fa<;:ade with the Functional Requirement B4(1) (External fire
spread) of the Building Regulations was never established throughout the project, as Exova's Outline Fire
Safety Strategy in each of its iterations suggested compliance, but left the question to be finalised in a further
analysis, which never materialised. As the ultimate specialist, being the only retained fire engineer, and given
its failure to point out (despite continued involvement in the project) that the entirety of its advices and reports
were unreliable absent the further analysis of the impact of the cladding on external fire spread, Exova bears a
significant responsibility for the disaster. The fundamental non-compliance of the design was exacerbated by
workmanship but the role of workmanship in terms of causation is slim: even perfect workmanship could not
have rescued this flawed design. Despite its patent non-compliance, the project was signed off as compliant by
RBKC's Building Control Department ("BC").
1.2 Causes of non-compliance and failure to

ident~fy

it as such

1.2. l Risk of over-simplification: blaming non-compliance on AJJB2 shortcomings. One of the most obvious
aspects of the non-compliance of the fa9ade at GT was the various types of combustible insulation, the use of
which was clearly prohibited under the linear (default) route postulated by ADB2. Whilst ADB2 was not fit
for purpose and suffered from poor drafting, such that Mr Hyett expressed himself "somewhere between

disappointed and appalled", his criticism was of the drafting confusions not the principle of the guidance 2 ,
although at some point confusions can and do, materially affect the guidance. In some respects however, the
guidance was pellucid. If the linear route was being adopted, combustible insulation on buildings over l 8m
was clearly prohibited. Both Prof Torero and Mr Hyett consider that the Building Regulations ("BR")/ADB2,
albeit flawed, were sufficiently clear to achieve a satisfactory outcome 3 . It is therefore not the case that
confusing content of BR/ADB2 made non-compliance inevitable; rather, non-compliance was driven by
1

This language was used repeatedly to describe the project e.g. {TM010038016/3} s5, {RBK00028521/9} s6.3 and Peter
Maddison Mod 3 T123/208:3-4
1
T64/107:15-20
3
Torero Phase 1 lines 809-938{JTOR00000001/25} and Hyett Supplemental Report 2.6.19 {PHYS0000002/59]
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ignorance of the provisions, and wilful non-compliance by some of the professionals and contractors. Lack of
competence, which brings with it a lack of sense of responsibility, and wilful non-compliance are the
hallmarks of the Grenfell project. The key members of the DT and Rydon and Harley either simply did not
consider the BR/ADB2 or, if they did address them, do not claim to have misunderstood or been confused at
the time. Even John Hoban, the RBKC BC Officer ("BCO") responsible for the cladding was woefully
unaware of the requirements of the BR/ADB2. It must also be remembered that those within the construction
industry, indeed those involved at GT, knew, or should have known, that plastics were highly
combustible4 .This should have infonned their view of compliance with BR/ADB2 and to the extent that there
was ambiguity, it should have been resolved in favour of safety. The pretence maintained by some that they
either did not know the materials were plastic, or if they did, did not appreciate their flammability, is not
credible. Ex post facto exculpatory pleas (such as those of Bruce Sounes, Andrzej Kuszell and Neil Crawford
of SE) that the regulations and BBA certificate are confusing are to be ignored, given the contemporaneous
failure to consider the requirements of BR/ADB2 and to read the BBA certificate beyond page l .Had Harley
adhered to the terms of its sub-contract, the cladding panels would as a minimum have been Class 0 and FR
according to the Inquiry's cladding expert, Mr Sakula5 , and the insulation would of course have had to be
limited combustibility. Reasons why the non-compliant design was not identified include the parties'
perception of dilution of responsibility, such that no single entity felt it bore primary (or indeed significant)
responsibility and had a (wholly misplaced) tendency to assume responsibility for compliance lay with BC.
This perception of lack ofresponsibility however was not the reality, since under Rydon's contract it was
wholly liable to TMO, albeit with rights to pass that liability on to others. Similarly, SE's ultimate retainer by
Rydon made it wholly responsible for the design and co-ordinating the design of others, but without ability to
pass any liability on. The driving factors behind the non-compliant design were a lack of competence and a
lack of sense of responsibility. These factors were exacerbated by the lack of controls and systems to ensure
compliance within SE, Exova, Rydon, Harley and within RBKC BC.
1.2.2 Uno_fficial design influencers. A further factor which contributed to a non-compliant design was the
influencers (manufacturers and their distributors) who stand at a distance, claiming they had no responsibility
for the selection of their products and yet went to considerable lengths to ensure their products were used,
including expressly targeting GT as a project, as both Arconic and Celotex did. Harley also acted as an
influencer even prior to becoming Rydon's chosen sub-contractor.

2. Flawed procurement processes and impact

4

See e.g. Debbie French 2nd w/s par 28. "/appreciate that PE was plastic and is flammable, that would have been obvious to
anyone" {MET00053162/7}. Also Daniel Anketell Jones "As we all know, ACA1 will be gone very quickly in the event of afire"
{HAR00006585}
5
Sakula T125/198:21-24. Hyett considers SE should have sought specialist fire advice at lhis point: T64/159:2-23
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This is a subject on which candour from TMO, the DT, and Rydon, was remarkably absent prior to the start of
the Phase 2 evidence. The clear circumvention of procurement rules not only precludes achieving best value
for public money but also made a discernible contribution to the disaster that followed.
2.1.

The Design Team. No competitive tender process of any kind was deployed before appointing the DT

to the GT project. Artelia, SE and Max Fordham were appointed solely by reason of their involvement in
KALC. That the DT had been through a rigorous competitive process to be appointed to that project 6 was
irrelevant, save only that it demonstrated the level of scrutiny which should have been applied before
appointments were made at GT. That process had been conducted by RBKC rather than TMO and for a
different type of project requiring different knowledge and experience. Suitability for GT did not form part of
the assessment. 7 This was not mere oversight. TMO was aware of its obligations, under the Public Contracts
Regulations, to conduct a compliant tender process for the DT if the value of the intended contracts exceeded
a certain level. But in the interest of saving time and cost, and at the strong behest of RBKC, it sought to
circumvent those obligations by agreeing that TMO would only pay fees up to the OJEU threshold of
£174,000, with any other incurred fees being paid later through the design and build contractor. 8 In doing so, it
made no competence check or enquiry of SE's relevant skills, knowledge, or experience in over-cladding high
rise buildings ("HRB"). 9 It took comfort only from the fact that SE had delivered projects valued in excess of
£50m that it could deliver a £1 Orn project. 10 SE accepts it would have been unlikely to win a competitive
tender process. 11 As a firm, it had no experience of over-cladding and refurbishing high rise residential blocks,
which presented very different challenges and considerations 12 from the education and leisure projects to
which it was accustomed. It did not volunteer its inexperience to the TMO; nor did it suggest that the project
ought to go out to tender. 13 Mr Sounes, the project architect, had no experience of this type of project and
intended to rely upon others, such as Max Fordham 14 and the contractor 15 , to carry out his work. He had
limited familiarity with the BRs and associated guidance, consistent with the view that checking subcontractor
designs for compliance was simply not SE's role. 16 TMO's flawed processes matter: proper adherence to
procurement could have resulted in the selection of an architectural practice familiar with the over-cladding of
high-rise buildings, or at least a practice with a more rigorous approach to code compliance that was less
intent on relying upon others.
2.2.

Procurement of Rydon

6

Kuszell, T6/34:11-20
Kuszell, T6/35:6-14; Sounes, T6/198:18-199:8
8
Anderson, T52/95:15-96:8
9
Kuszell T6/63:16-66:18; Anderson, T52/62:17-65:9 and T52/72:1-11.
10
Anderson, T52/86:10-87:2
11
Kuszell, T6/70:7-16; Sounes, T6/196:19-21
12
Kuszell, T6/20:7-21 :7
13
Sounes, T6/194:6-24 and 195:19-21
14
Sounes, T6/189:24-192:25
15
Sounes, T6/200:8-203:13
16
Sounes, T7/113:2-17.
7
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2.2. l. The process for procuring a contractor to carry out the GT project was fundamentally compromised by
clear breaches of procurement rules. This flawed process had a direct impact on the cladding chosen at GT. To
their great discredit, it was not candidly traversed in any of TMO's 17 or Rydon's witness statements,
notwithstanding the thought some witnesses had clearly given to what they would say if asked. 18
2.2.2. Stephen Blake and Jeff Henton of Rydon were contacts of Peter Maddison from his time at the Hyde
Housing Association. In July 2013, Maddison directly informed Henton of the intention to re-tender the
Grenfell project. 19 During a Brighton housing conference in early March 2014, while the OJEU tender process
was ongoing, Rydon was informed that it was in ''pole position" and that the project was "[its] to lose". 20 Only
TMO could have provided this information but Maddison, who attended the Brighton Conference, could not
assist the Inquiry with how it came to Blake. 21

Nor could Gibson, although he accepted that telling

Rydon this would have been "wholly improper". 22 On 10.3.14, again prior to the conclusion of the OJEU
process, Maddison informed Henton that Rydon were in first position in terms of price and quality. Although
Maddison would not accept this conduct was irregular or improper, it clearly was, as is borne out by his
recognition that it brought a ''potential risk of challenge"23 (arising due to a breach of the public procurement
rules). During this conversation, Maddison informed Rydon that TMO required a small amount of value
engineering ("VE"). 24 All tenders received had exceeded TMO's budget. TMO was advised that its only
options were either to recommence the tender process or award a contract at the tendered price and then value
engineer. 25 Maddison took a different approach, which had not been sanctioned by TMO's legal advice: he
sought to enter into VE discussions with Rydon prior to contract award, in order to obtain comfort for the
TMO Board that there would subsequently be cost reductions from the contract sum. 26 The opportunity to
offer VE was not offered to other tendering contractors. 27
2.2.3. On 12.3.14, Maddison spoke with Blake regarding the scale of cost reduction TMO required and said
he would send through specific ideas the next day. 28 An email the following day identified that TMO required
cost savings in the region of £800,000 and made suggestions as to how this could be achieved, including

17

This was put directly to Mr Maddison: Maddison, T59/53:1-56:3. Although he saw the evidence given by Rydon witnesses such
as Stephen Blake, this did not prompt him to produce a further statement to the Inquiry. See also Gibson references below.
18
See e.g., Maddison T58/199:20 to 200:3; Gibson, T54/19:11-20:25; T54/47:14-48:11. Mr Blake initially said he had positively
decided he "didn't see the need to" make mention of these matters in his statement before changing his position and saying he had
"no recollection of it": Blake, T29/9:31-10:5
19
Maddison diary, {TM000879773_0030} "Let JefTknow".
10
{RYD00086648}. Blake's recollection is that he was lold by Peter Maddison or Sacha Jevans: T28/98:23 and 100:1-11. This
information gave Blake the confidence to assert that "in reality [lhe TMO] will agree" to dispense wilh the requirement of a parenl
company guarantee.
21
Maddison, T58/185:20-186:8
12
Gibson, T53/223:3
13
Maddison, T58/194:16 to 195:6 and T58/200:13 to 202:6
24
{RYD00003279}
15
Maddison, T58/199:2-12
16
Maddison, T58/199:2-19; TSS/200:24-201:13.
17
Maddison, T58/202:7-13
28
{TM000850707} and Maddison, T58/203:12 to 204:13; {RYD00003295} and Maddison, T58/206:8-9
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through savings on cladding. 29 Blake signalled that Rydon could make the savings required and agreed to meet
TMO.
2.2.4. That meeting took place on 18.3.14. There are no minutes or notes of this meeting. 30 Despite Mr
Maddison's claim that this was because nothing needed to be noted or agreed 31 , the clear reason for this was
that the meeting had to be kept secret ("an offline conversation" 32 ) because it was a unilateral discussion about
savings with one tenderer before contract award, in clear breach of procurement rules. He framed this as a

"commercial risk" of "challenge" by other contractors which was seen as "relatively insignificant" and
outweighed by TMO's concerns about further delay. 33 When invited to address the point squarely, Maddison
failed to accept that the risk of challenge arose from the fact of a breach of the OJEU procedure. 34 He was
equally unable to provide any satisfactory answer to how TMO's conduct could be reconciled with clear
advice from TMO's then solicitors. 35 Gibson knew it was contrary to their advice. 36 Although he could not
recall the meeting 37 , Mr Maddison repeatedly told the Inquiry that the meeting was not a negotiation about
specific price reductions needed to meet the TMO' s budget, but rather about the "process" or "principles" of
a "pre-contract agreement"38 that after contract Rydon would work with the TMO to value engineer. Gibson
initially towed a remarkably similar line, referring to agreement of a "process" 39 , but eventually conceded that
what they were agreeing was application and outcome of the process: i.e. particular areas where the
specification could be modified in order to produce a saving. 40 That concession is consistent with TMO's
provision of a spreadsheet identifying specific figures for which it sought agreement in principle 41 and the
terms of Gibson's covering email of 13.3.14 which (i) asked specifically for possible saving sand sought
'~figures where possible", and (ii) requested that Rydon bring its estimator to the meeting. 42 At the meeting,

Rydon agreed it could make the savings TMO had requested. 43
2.2.5. The letter formally notifying Rydon that it was the successful tenderer was sent on 18.3.14 at 5:55pm,
after the meeting with Rydon. 44 It made no mention of discussions with Rydon about cost reduction. Nor,

29

{RYD00003302 _ 0002} and the attachment at {RYD00003301}. Mr Maddison was copied but claimed not to have seen the
attachment: T58/209:3 to 210:1 and T58/211:23 to 212:2.
30
Maddison, T59/13:4-8 and T59/24:19-28:6
31
Maddison, T59/14:14-20
32
Maddison, T59/13:11-15. Gibson confirmed that meant a secret and unrecorded meeting: T54/33:12-14.
33
Maddison, T59/15:22 to 16:7; T59/18:16-19:3; T59/19:19-20:6
34
Maddison, T59/23:5-14
35
Maddison, T59/43:15-44:10; T59/47:19-51:8
36
Gibson, T54/46:10-24
37
Maddison, T59/8:19 and 23; T59/38:22
38
E.g., Maddison, T59/13:11-14:9; T59/28:2-6; T59/33:6-17; T59/34:3-8; T59/36:19-37:22; T59/60:3-11.
39
Gibson, T54/13:13-20, 15:8 and 17:6-10
40
Gibson, T54/30:11to31:18.
41
{RYD00003301}
42
{RYD00003300}. Rydon's estimator did altend, and the purpose was to discuss costs: Gibson, T54/33:1-5.
43
Gibson, T54/25:5-7
44
{ART00008755} attaching {ART00008632}. In evidence, Mr Maddison avoided any concession that the letter was not sent until
after the meeting because the TMO could not decide whether to award the contract to Rydon until it was sure Rydon would reduce
its price: Maddison, T59/35:17-36:20.
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unsurprisingly, did reference to those discussions feature in the letters sent to unsuccessful tenderers 45 , who
were not afforded the same opportunity to offer cost reductions. 46 As Gibson accepted, this was because if
they had discovered TMO was discussing cost savings with Rydon prior to award, that risked challenge to the
award decision. 47
2.2.6.

On 20.3.14, during the mandatory standstill period, Rydon emailed TMO with options and savings, to

meet its desired £800,000 saving. This included a saving of £293,368 based upon use of an "Alternative
Aluminium System" in cassettes, which could increase to a saving of £376, 175 if face fixed aluminium

cladding were used. 48 By 11.3.14, Rydon was aware it had made an estimating error of £212,000 in its tender
and was contemplating using VE as a means of recovering its financial position, namely by finding significant
VE savings and keeping them for itself. 49 By 12.3.14, Blake knew from his phone call with Maddison that
TMO would be asking his team to identify further savings beyond those proposed in Rydon's tender and had
identified this as the opportunity Rydon required. 50
2.2.7. From March 2014 onwards, the only material put forward to the planners was ACM. 51 While TMO and
Rydon pressed for the face fixed version to maximise the saving (and, unknown to TMO, Rydon's profit52 )
RBKC's planning department would not countenance the appearance of exposed fixings. At no point, it
appears, did TMO reflect on whether its budget was insufficient and needed to be increased. 53 Though the
switch to ACM has been described as "VE'·' it was no such thing. There was no check carried out to ascertain
whether its performance, at least in terms ofresistance to fire, met TMO's requirements.
3. Roles and Interfaces between professionals/contractors: suitability of the procurement model
3.1 The contracting strategy: Design and Build Contract with the novation of architect.
The history of D&B contracting, including its providing the building owner ability to control costs by a fixed
price is explained by Mr Hyett 54 .It is important to understand, before considering the pros and cons of the
D&B as opposed to "traditional" procurement method, that there are various types of D& B procurement,
described as "a diverse continuum ofprocurement options 55 " ranging from pure D&B where the contractor
carries out the majority of the design work at an early stage for example stage C (Concept Design 56 ) to detail
developed D&B where much of the design has already been carried out by an architect working for the client,

45

E.g., letter to Mulalley at {ART00002224} put to Maddison at T59/34:21-35:16 and Gibson at T54/42:21-25; letter to Durkan
{ART00002219}
46
Maddison, T59/51:17-52:11; Gibson, T54/14:20
47
Gibson, T54/43:3-11.
48
{RYD00003490} and {RYD00003491}
49
{RYD00086654} and Blake, T28/155:9-11 and 156:21-24.
50
{RYD00003295}
51
Williams, T55/20:9-15
52
Blake, T28/193:22-194:22
53
Gibson, T54/28:6
54
Amended Report 2.10.1-2.10.21 {PHYR0000027/50}
55
ICE Best Practice tendering for D&B projects 2003 (this appears on internet as 2015 edition as that is when it was pul online)
chap 2 Summary p 24 and p 14-16 This broad continuum form pure D&B to detail developed and the question of whether or not the
architect is novated are recognised by Hyett's 4 categories Supplemental 2.2.24{PHYS0000002/11}
56
Hyelt Supplemental par 2.2.13 and RIBA Archilecl's Job Book 81h Ed {INQ00013943/103}
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and the contractor inherits this design. The basic concept is to ensure a single point of responsibility for the
57

client with the added benefit of contractor design expertise .At GT the detail developed model with novation
was used: the design was already largely developed by the time Rydon became involved and the specification
was essentially prescriptive, any early design input was lost, but in any event would have been unlikely to
improve the design, given the poor quality of Rydon as a contractor. That is a criticism of the contractor, not
the D&B process. The process would likely have been enhanced by early design input from a superior
contractor such as Leadbitter, had it won the contract58 . A good D&B contractor would carry out a substantial
review at the point of accepting the proj ect 59 .
3 .2 Criticisms of D&B process. D& B has its critics, because it can result in contractors making changes
based on purely economic considerations, even after appointment, but this can be avoided by appropriately
drafted specifications which (unlike that at GT) require performance outcomes and expressly preserve
functionality if substitutions are made. In any event, the architect is responsible for ensuring the compliance of
the ER' s and, if novated, it remains his responsibility to ensure the compliance of any proposed changes 60 .
D&B is also sometimes perceived as simply "packaging risk and responsibility and passing it downstream

essentially from consultant to subcontractors" who have not been trained as architects have 61 . Given the lack
of technical training of architects as noted by Hyett62 and degree of sophistication which even some of the GT
contractors possessed (albeit chose not to use for good 63 ) this is not a uniformly valid criticism. Furthermore,
even if the architectural profession upskills itself markedly, there are degrees of detailing within e.g. building
envelopes and many other aspects of building design which remain a specialist area because an architect
cannot realistically be expected to master the micro design of every aspect and should refrain "from engaging

with levels of detail that the specialist sub-contractor should subsequently develop and be responsible for 64 ".
It is a significant benefit to building owners to have a single point of responsibility, rather than being forced to

have to sue the architect, main contractor and a host of sub-contractors, all of whom can be relied upon to
blame each other. One of the reasons D&B was introduced was precisely to avoid this fragmentation of
responsibility which is detrimental to building owners.
3.3 D&B at GT simply a tram.fer of liability. The D&B contract achieved the worst of both worlds, because it
did not oblige/encourage the contractor to consider the performance requirements of the cladding. Instead, the
proprietary NBS specification directed him to use that specified subject to permitted substitution. The reason

57

The value of such expertise is acknowledged by Hyett Amended Reporl 2.2.16 {PHYR0000027/8}
See e.g Leadbilter's recognition {LBI00001031} "GT Risk items"" that New lift to be installed and existing lo be part M
compliant ... BS999:2008 and BS300 callsf(Jr means of escape to disability access and building use for disability .. intemal doors lo
the flats may not be fire compliant ... ~Existing lifl (sic) to.floor 20 may need to be upgraded lo fire fighting lifts"
59
Hyett T64/79:8-18
60
Hyett T64/73:17-75:5
61
Hyett Amended Report 2.2.13 {PHYR0000027/8}
62
Hyett Amended Report 2.2.8 -2.2.12{PHYR0000027/7}
63
See Lane on the degree ofsophislicalion of Harley (D Ankelell Jones) recognising columns may act as chimneys in his RFI email
17.9.14 {HAR00003616} Lane T62/36:19-37:12 she notes fire safety engineering advice is needed T62/38:25-39:5
64
Hyelt Supplemental 2.3.35 {PHYS0000002/32}
58
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for this kind of prescription is usually where longevity is required, as it was at GT65 . Rydon warranted the
66

works complied with the ERs which included the NBS Specification albeit Rydon undertook full
responsibility for the design and therefore was obliged to review it (including the NBS specification) and
satisfy itself of all aspects of the design67 . Under Rydon's contract with SE, Rydon could pass this liability on.
The effect of the arrangement at GT was therefore simply to transfer risk and liability to Rydon as far as TMO
as client was concerned, rather than there having been any specialist input into the design at an early stage.
Whilst some contractors report that architects feel continued loyalty to the client post novation (indeed they
usually continue to owe the duty of skill and care to the client under collateral warranties as was the case at
Grenfell68 ) there is the risk, as materialised at Grenfell, that the architect feels himself subjugated to the D&B
contractor69 . This is to a degree inevitable, but as far as compliance is concerned, the architect cannot afford to
bend to the contractor as he remains liable both to his original employer and the contractor for failure to
ensure compliance. SE appears to have completely misunderstood the nature of the contractual obligations it
was undertaking post-novation. Sounes considered that under the D&B route all design responsibility lay on
the contractor (which it did from TMO's perspective as client) but Sounes wrongly concluded that SE could
therefore rely on the contractor's design expertise, and specifically, that of its specialist cladding subcontractor, to complete the cladding design. He did not believe SE had any obligation to check subcontractors' designs for compliance 70 , thereby overlooking SE's own liability to both Employer and
Contractor for the totality of the design 71 . Hyett is absolutely clear that, contrary to SE's claims in its Ml
opening 72 neither the fact of the spectrum of design possibilities under the D&B umbrella nor the detail
developed method selected at GT altered the RIBA design stages and what was required of SE under

65

ICE Best Practice tendering for D&B projects chap 2 pl 7 "Projecct complexity and client Type".See also RBKC Cabinet meeting
9.2.12 item 3 "cladding will have a minimum l((e of30 years". {RBK00033739}. See also Sounes' presentation to Housing Digest
meeting suggesting cladding would have an expected lifespan of 60 years {RBK00000474/3} See also Artelia minutes of meeting
with planners 8.5.14 item 1.2 "it was confirmed that the lifespan for This product is similar to That previously suggesTed"[VM Zinc]
{SEA00012218} as corrected {RYD00004609} by Sounes' email 15.5.14 to "can be expected to retain a good appearance for up To
20 years VA1 Zinc ... will have a minimum l!fe of 60 years ... Zinc and A CM are not equivalenT in terms of service life"
{SEA00010953}
66
D&B Contract clause 2.17.2.2 {RYD00094235/70} {TM010041791/179}
67
Clause 2.17.2.2 (warranting the works complied with the NBS specification) was expressed to be subject to Rydon's warranty at
clause 2.17.2.1 that the design of the works, including that of any design consultant or sub-consultant would be carried out using the
reasonable skill and care to be expected of a professionally qualified and competent D&B contractor experienced in carrying out
such works and by clause 2.17.1.1 Rydon undertook to be responsible for lhe design contained in the ER's:{RYD00094225/69}
68
Albeit badly executed: by clause3.2, SE owed TMO lhe duties of a Structural Engineer {TM000835763/4}
69
Hyelt's opinion thal the architect loses "authority" 2.10.23 {PHYR0000027/53}
70
Sounes w/s par 65 {SEA00014273/32} and T/6/200:8-201 :7 "my experience is that on virtually all public funded projects, the
project is taken through a design and build route, which transfers all responsibility onto a main contractor, design responsibility.
So, were we relying on that !awwledge? I guess we were to some degree, yes". Further T/6201 :18-203:12 ending with: "To
complete the design, you expect the subcontractor to take that on". Sounes went on to say lhat he had assumed SE would only be
providing the design intent for the cladding and sufficient infonnation for the contractor to price il T/7/19:6-16. Sounes did not
consider SE was obliged to check sub-contractors' designs for compliance but merely lo act as a conduit between them and Building
control: T7/112:15-149:9
71
SE's Collateral warranty to TMO 25.4.16 clause {TM000835763} and SE's Deed of Appointment by Rydon 3.2.16
{RYD00094228}
72
Paras 6.12,6.13 7.1&7.6 {SEA00014642/8}
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them73 .The real failing at GT and indeed so many other projects, is not the D& B procurement method as
such

74

,

but rather the competence and attitudes of those involved. SE's initial failure to produce a code

compliant design, coupled with its inexperience and naivety in trusting Rydon/ Harley and assuming, without
probing, that they were competent, led directly to the ultimately finalised design being non-compliant.
3.4 SE Prior to novation. SE as Lead consultant7 5 was responsible to TMO for investigating the effect of
statutory compliance and construction safety at stages C, D and E 76 and Sounes admitted this included
investigating compliance with BR including fire safety77 . Hyett's opinion is that SE was required to carry out a
code review at the earliest opportunity and that an indicative scheme detailing the cladding and the interfaces
of different sub-contractors' work should have been carried out at stages D/E78 . SE' s appointment also
required it to coordinate design/advice including fire advice for stages A-L7 9 with preparation of tender
documentation to take place at stage E and novation to the D&B contractor at stage F2 80 . In the event novation
occurred at "an advanced stage E" in which Sounes claimed some of Stage FI had been included, such that
the reference to carrying out stages A-Las Lead Consultant under its appointment to TMO was simply "a

hangover" from the time when it had not been clear when novation would occur81 . It is clear from the terms of
TMO 's appointment of SE, that SE owed duties to TMO to provide services up to and including F 1, but as
Hyett notes, it appears the submission to planning which is normally (but not necessarily) within FI was
carried out post novation and allowed for by a lump sum in Rydon's appointment of SE 82 . An unfortunate
consequence of SE having expended (mid stage D) the permissible fee level set by TMO in order to remain
below the OJEU threshold was that SE was working "at risk" 83 . It also did not have a contract in place with
TMO and indeed Sounes is unsure that the contract between them was ever signed as none is on record 84 .
3 .4 SE Post novation
3. 4 .1 Terms of appointment by Rydon were clear. As a result of having worked at risk and absent a contract
in place with TMO, SE was not in any position to resource itself properly for the project85 or negotiate
strongly with Rydon. SE was however under an obligation to ensure that both its pre and post novation
services were well defined, and Hyett is critical of SE for putting the project at risk by not establishing the
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Sounes T7/84:19-85:8 ;T7/127:8-22 T7/90:21-91:9
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Sounes T7/88:1-18
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S3.l & 3.2 Hyett Amended Report {PHYR0000028/3} and Supplemental Report 2.3.45&2.3.46 {PHYS0000002/35}
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RIBA Services 2010 {SEA00009824/5}
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Appendix D Project Brief {SEA00009826/1}
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Sounes T7/75:22-76:4, T7/86:4-15 and T7/77:10-13
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84
Sounes T7/58/13-17 &T7/60:13-21
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terms clearly before beginning work for Rydon 86 . That said, the terms of SE' s eventual appointment by Rydon
are clear in imposing responsibility on SE for all work carried out pre-novation and post novation

87

.

Hyett

considers that the terms of both the pre-and post-novation appointments with TMO and Rydon respectively
were clear 88 . SE appears to have fundamentally misunderstood the nature of its obligations post novation, in
that it considered that upon novation Rydon took on all design responsibility and SE had no obligation to
check sub-contractors designs (para 3.3 above). Furthermore, Hyett considers that if any element of the prenovation work was incomplete then SE was under a duty to complete it89 . It is not precisely clear at what point
in time SE began working for Rydon, but R ydon sent Sounes proposed terms of engagement in April 2014 90
and the parties' objective intention appears to be that the terms ultimately signed in 2016 (para 3.4.4. below)
would apply with retrospective effect to work carried out by SE from April 2014 onwards. SE owed duties to
Rydon to coordinate the design of all consultants 91 and to develop the design with them and agree with Rydon
the type of construction and quality and selection of materials 92 . Critically SE was solely responsible for the
design as developed and could not rely on any advice/approval or comment or lack of it by Rydon or any other
person arising out of/connected with SE's designs 93 .Hyett considers that immediately post novation SE
should, under the terms of its appointment and/or as a matter of good practice, have carried out audits to
ensure that the then current design and specification was compliant with the ERs and that work under the prenovation contract with TMO had been completed 94 .
3.4.2 Alleged limitation of SE's Appointment by Rydon. Crawford alleged that in August/September 2014 in
early site visits /DT meetings, Rydon (Simon Lawrence) instructed him that SE's role would be responsive
and that Rydon "tended not to use architects so much ... through this stage" and that though no one else was
present, Sounes had told him a similar comment had been made to him. Crawford had not recorded the
comment formally9 5 . In his witness statement, Crawford had said Lawrence "envisaged [SE'sj role as being

more responsive, with Rydon maintaining a greater degree of control over the design process than I would
normally expect from a [D&B] contractor" but in evidence he conceded this was merely his interpretation of
what Lawrence had said, and given he had not worked with Lawrence before, that is of no weight96 .Sounes'
evidence was that Lawrence had said SE could expect fewer queries/requests for drawings and details 97 .
Neither witness was credible on this point since if it had been as surprising to them as they claimed they would
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Hyett T64/12:12-13:5
Clauses 2.2-2.4 {RYD00094228/3}
88
Hyett Supplemental 2.2.53 -2.2.68 {PHYS0000002/18}
89
T64/34:5-35:15
90
Email thread Sounes/Lawrence 17.4.14 (RYD00064706} and attached schedule of services {RYD00014215} Sounes appeared
confused as lo when it became clear to him that he was working for Rydon on new lermsT7/91:23-93:19
91
Schedule ofArchitectural Services clauses 13{RYD00094228_0010]
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Schedule ofArchitectural Services clause 12 {RYD00094228_0009]
93
Appointment clause 2.4 {RYD00094228_0003}
94
Hyelt Supplemental 2.2.48{PHYS0000002/17}
95
T9/97:18-101:11
96
T9/101:13-103:24
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T7/114:10-117:11
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have been sure to have recorded it in writing. Asked why it was not recorded in the appointment Crawford
deferred to Sounes, who said he had not considered that this contradicted their schedule of services and did not
think to include this variation within the Appointment 98 .Lawrence could not recall such conversations, but did
not deny them. Instead, when asked ifhe had intimated Rydon would rely on its subcontractors he said "I'm

not sure we would have been as direct as that, no "99 giving the impression that something along the lines
Crawford/Sounes alleged might have been said. He denied he may have made the comments to get Sounes
(who claimed to have been hounding Crawford) off his back. The sense one is left with is that something was
probably said, but it is so vague that it is insufficiently clear to constitute a contractual variation. Any variation
of the terms of SE' s appointment affecting its ability to carry out the work would have required SE to indicate
very clearly to Rydon the effect 100 .
3.4.3 SE's obligations regarding Harley drawings

(1) Extensive review of Harley drawings not restricted by artificial definition of "architectural intent". The
phrase SE stamped on the drawings was "conforms to design intent" not architectural intent, but Hyett clearly
regarded the two as interchangeable as did Crawford 101 . Design intent is a term of art and in Hyett's opinion
connotes all the design work produced by the architect "not just its appearance, that's the whole lot- has been

properly understood and interpreted and applied to the subcontractor's drawings" and that would include
statutory compliance 102 . SE by its Ml opening and Crawford claimed SE's obligation post novation was
confined to reviewing Harley's drawings for conformity with architectural intent namely spatial
arrangements, amenity tolerances, dimensional co-ordination and aesthetics but not necessarily technical
detail 103 and not statutory compliance, which he considered was for Harley to satisfy themselves of104 .
Crawford does not claim to have discussed this with Rydon but asserted his belief was based on "standard

industry practice 105 ".Such a concept would contradict the express terms of SE's contract with Rydon 106 and is
a view Hyett considers no reasonably competent architect could have held :SE's obligations extended to
ensuring consistency between Harley's drawings and the architect's drawings and specifications in the tender
package, and carefully check CEP's fabrication drawings insofar as they became part of Harley's work 107 .
Furthermore, Hyett would expect any restriction of the phrase architectural intent/design intent to have been
defined in the appointment 108 . In any event on the evidence it is clear that Crawford's interventions were on
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T9/106:7-14 Sounes T7/117:4-25
T22/155:17-161:2
100
See also Hyett T64/35:20-36:12
101
Asked by CTI "so that was how you understood the stamp?" when defining architectural inlent Hyett T64/25:14-25 Crawford
T9/88:16-89:5
102
Hyett T64/24:8 -25:13 T64/26:11-28:2
103
SE opening par 13.6 {SEA00014642/31} Crawford par 41 {SEA00014275/17}
104
TU/118:1-23
105
T9/90:23-91:23
106
Clauses 2.2 & 2.4 {RYD00094228/3} and clause 27 of the schedule of services which expressly includes checking subcontractors' drawings for "perf(Jrmance criteria" {RYD00094228/10}
107
Hyett T64/16:6-23:23
108
Hyett T64/26:2-8
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technical issues, albeit he sought to badge them as being "manifest errors" which any architect would
spot

109

.Crawford's views of what constituted manifest error were not credible as he refused to accept that

Harley's specification notes were manifestly in error in not specifying any product for the cladding insulation,
and in another instance where the NBS required rockwool he approved a drawing stating "Insulation by

others" and yet he stamped these conformed to design intent 110 .
(2) Stamping of Harley drawings. SE stamping Harley's drawings was therefore confirming that the
requirements identified in the architect's design had been met (albeit Harley remained liable for an element of
specialist detailing 111 ) but that is not the same as "approved for construction": it was not within SE's power to
instruct work to proceed. Harley did stamp its drawings in that way, and this should have informed SE that
those drawings were final, and if SE had not checked them previously, should be checked 112 .
3.4.4 Alleged "Press-ganging113 " of SE by Rydon into signing contract in 2016. SE claimed by its Ml
Opening and in the statements of Sounes and Crawford 114 and in giving evidence, that it had signed the
contract under pressure/duress insofar as there was no cap on liability and it imposed obligations to produce
1:5 drawings 115 . Blake ofRydon denied SE was under any duress 116 . Furthermore, Sounes admitted he had
received a draft Schedule of Services in April 2014, and albeit he replied with comments had not sought to
amend its liability to ensure statutory compliance of all designs, or its design development and co-ordination
responsibilities as then drafted 117 . Nor did SE seek to amend the final version of the schedule of services sent
in January 2016 as "that obviously wasn't the priority, the priority was the liability" 118 . SE was in a desperate
position but had not availed itself of such minimal opportunity as it had, to negotiate properly in April
2014.The lack of payment of fees over a prolonged period had likely resulted in the insolvency of SE LLP
(although denied by Sounes 119 ) and may have left SE with little choice (given its investment in the project) but
to enter the contract with Rydon on its terms, even though, absent a cap on liability, Sounes considered SE
was uninsurable for GT 120 . It is ultimately for the Inquiry to determine whether any undue pressure was
applied to SE to enter into the contract, but on the facts any such claim appears weak given the two year
period in which SE had advance notice of the vast majority of the terms. SE's retainer by Rydon imposed
liabilities on SE which, by 2016 it knew it could not fulfil (such as the obligation to provide 1:5 drawings) and
liabilities which, being uncapped, Sounes considered uninsurable. If true that the liability was uninsurable,
109

T91/:25-97:11
T10/131:10-134:4T11/12-25 and TH/101:22-19
m Hyett T64/29:11-21; T64/83:11-84:17
m Hyett T64/30:8-32:2
113
Hyett Supplemental 2.2.69 {PHYS0000002/22}
114
Opening par 6.10 {SEA00014642/7} Sounes par 33{SEA00014273/14} and Crawford par 37{SEA00014275/16}
115
Sounes par 473 & 474 {SEA00014273/184} T7/99:23-101:22. Schedule ofArchitectural Services clause 31 (a)-(c)
{RYD00094228 _0011] Sounes T7/109:17-110:7 In order to produce a code compliant design, 1:5 drawings were in any event
required under SE's appointment by TMO to whom it remained liable by virlue of the collateral warranty.
116
{T29/10420-105-22}
117
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118
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119
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SE' s failure from 2014 to negotiate and subsequent signing of the contract was, as Sounes said at the time,

"irresponsible" 121 . SE's parlous position was in part caused as a result of working at risk and having its fees
capped at the OJEU limit.
3 .5 Role and responsibility of Exova

3.5.1 Before Rydon appointment Although Exova was at all times retained directly by TM0 122 , SE accepted
that it was the Lead Consultant dealing with Exova 123 . Despite SE's Lead Consultant role, it was incumbent on
Exova, as specialist, to identify information it required which had not been forthcoming 124 . Exova was
instructed under two separate appointments in July 2012; to produce a fire strategy for the existing building
("EFSS") and to carry out an initial appraisal and prepare a fire strategy for the building as refurbished 125 . The
latter would involve the production of a preliminary fire strategy in stage C plus a detailed fire strategy in
Stage DIE, which SE envisaged would be submitted to BC for approval of the project 126 . It was envisaged
there might be adjustments to that fire strategy in stage F. Ongoing input from Ex ova following the
contractor's appointment was clearly envisaged 127 . The product of these instructions was an Initial Design
Note, 3 issues of the "Outline Fire Strategy" for GT as refurbished ("OFSS") and an EFSS.
3.5.2 Exova post Rydon appointment. Rydon, following its appointment in March 2014, deliberately chose
not to engage Exova following novation of SE's retainer to Rydon. Sounes' evidence was that he wanted
Exova to be novated, but did not press this, assuming it was Rydon's responsibility 128 .Crawford considered it
Rydon's responsibility to get the OFSS approved after novation, albeit he conceded SE did so on Rydon's
behalf129 .
3.5.3 The "substantial exclusion" of Exova after OFSS Issue 3. Exova claims that its involvement
substantially came to an end by November 2013, following Issue 3 OFSS 130 . This was not borne out by the
evidence: Exova's involvement post novation continued throughout 2014 - 2016. Nor does this assertion sit
well with Exova's own internal procedures which require it to either check that all elements of work in the
Scope are completed or obtain client sign off that the work has been completed 131 . Ashton did notify Sounes
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Sounes' email 21.1.16 to D Banks (Rydon trainee solicitor) "Without a cap (and no net contribution clause) we are at risk of
going under should a large claim arise. fr would be irresponsible of us" {SEA00013911}
122
TMO witnesses suggested that they did not appreciate it was TMO which retained Exova, but this is not credible given that they
were paying invoices Lane T61/136:21-19. Exova invoices to TMO in Fire Engineer Reporl Table 4-1 {BLARP20000017/89}
123
Sounes T7/197:10-18
124
Lane T61/140:2-10
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Arlelia (Dawson) email lo T Ashton 18.7.12 {EX000000543}
126
Sounes T7/190:9-15
127
Exova's Fee proposal 9.5.12 "RIBA stage F During this stage ... we would assist the [DTJ and appointed contractor ... "
{EX000000164/3} and {/4} proposing a time charge basis during stage F.See also Lane T61/152:24-153:7
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T12/171:15-173:12
129
Tl0/30:17-23 Lane considers it is never lhe responsibility of the Architect lo update a FSS and nor does it appear SE thought
they had responsibility to do lhat Lane T62/75:18-76:12. There could be no question of SE finalising Exova's stage E fire strategy,
which should have been completed before Rydon's appoinlmenl Lane T62/21:2:-12
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ExovaM1 opening Par 6.1 (a)(2)(3) {EXOOOOOl 774/28}
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Overall Review Procedure shows flowchart of procedures {EX000001209/2} s9 refers to closure procedure REF SOP 601 {/4}.
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when Exova considered the work contemplated by the EFSS proposal was complete 132 , yet did not do so for
the OFSS, apparently awaiting confirmation from TMO that Exova remained employed. Ashton claims to
have considered he was working for free and despite receiving a considerable number of emailed requests he
continued to answer without disabusing the DT of the impression that he remained appointed 133 . It was not
incumbent on TMO to check with Ashton: Exova had been employed by TMO to assist including post
contractor appointment 134 . Lane considers closure procedures are standard practice for fire engineers and
would also expect confirmation of appointment by and by whom, following novation, but Exova failed to do
this and simply assumed "that was the end of it. We were not actually employed by [TMOJ .. .I would expect to

be told in no uncertain terms that I'm still employed" 135 .
3.6 Role ofArtelia. Artelia was appointed to provide employer's agent ("EA"), quantity surveyor and CDM
co-ordinator services to the TM0. 136 Three aspects of Artelia's role are significant. First, it played a
significant role in TMO's decision not to use Leadbitter and subsequently appointed Rydon. Having been told
TMO 's priority had changed from programme to "value for money" an Artelia report recommended retendering for a contractor. After being "strong armed" by Mr Maddison, it "beefed up" the blame placed on
Leadbitter and attenuated its criticisms of the TM0 137 . Artelia's Simon Cash was aware Maddison was having
direct conversations with Blake and complicit in TMO's intention to have an "ofjline" or secret conversation
with Rydon prior to the conclusion of the tender process about TMO's post-contract value engineering
intentions and although he felt uncomfortable about this way of proceeding, Artelia did nothing to stop it
merely because it was "put under pressure" by TM0. 138 Second, Artelia has rightly been criticised for failing
to advise TMO that Exova's work was incomplete. 139 As EA, Artelia's duties included advising TMO that
Exova should issue an updated version of its OFSS relating to external fire spread, particularly given the VE
process in relation to cladding. 140 Third, in its role as CDM coordinator, Artelia failed.
3.7 TMO responsibilities: utility of the Client Design Adviser ("CDA '}role. Artelia proposed it act as CDA
on GT (as it had on KALC) by an architect for a base fee of £30,992 including reviewing statutory compliance
during the project of drawings issued to TMO by Rydon, and variations but not checking SE's original design
was compliant, which was SE' s role and compliance remained the DT' s responsibility 141 . Artelia offered it as
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Ashton's email to Sounes cc P Dunkerton 11.2.13 {EX000000639}
Ashton TlS/141:18-142:4
134
Ashton T17/165:1-10; T17/166:5-11; T17/185:6-186:20
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Such policies are standard for an engineer operating to IS09001: Lane T62/31:13-15; T62/19:2-20:15 Exova was not concerned
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Schedule 1 lo appointment {ART00005742/0023}; specification of services at {ART00005742/0045-0063}
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Cash, T48/193:25-194:2
138
Cash T48/224:23-225:10 and T48/232:18-233:19.
139
Hyett, {PHYR0000004/103} at 4.4.15
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an option; not because they thought it required 142 and Booth did not consider TMO was taking a risk by not
. .
appomtmg
one

143

. o f a CDA ro 1e 144 ( w h.ich is
. to provi"deth e c1.ient wit
. h advice
. post novat1on
. 145· )
. The add.it1on

was unnecessary, and would simply have added another tier of responsibility, thereby contributing to the sense
amongst the project team that someone else bore primary/all responsibility. The perception of dilution of
responsibility plays a significant role in events at GT. In any event, another architect may not have spotted the
non-compliance of the cladding panel 146 , not least because RB55 was arguably an option within SE' s original
design (NBS). TMO did not consider it needed a CDA 147 and never intended to sign off the design as
compliant; it merely intended to approve that the designs reflected its choices 148 . Given the presence of the DT
and Rydon, that was reasonable.
3.7.l Claire Williams' 12.11.14 "Lacknall momenf 49 ". Albeit "an educated client" 150, TMO was not obliged
to satisfy itself as to the compliance of cladding 151 : that was for the DT. Nevertheless, something prompted
Williams to ask about the compliance of the cladding and specifically "is there any issue offlame retardance

requirement?'·' noting that at Lakanal, the cladding had not been flame retardant 152 . She claimed she may have
been prompted to ask whether the cladding was compliant by the stock condition database (Keystone)
prompting about fire retardance in connection with cladding 153 , or she thought she should ask. She said in
evidence she had on oral confirmation of compliance from Rydon's Lawrence as, contrary to her witness
statement there is no written answer 154 . She was asked about a similar question that Gibson (in his January
2020 statement) claims to have posed to Lawrence, namely reassurance that the cladding was not ofLakanal
ilk. Gibson claimed this elicited a reassurance that the materials were "inert and would not burn at all".
Gibson claimed this occurred at a meeting March/April 2015 155 chaired by Booth and had been recorded in
Artelia's minutes which misspelled Lakanal. He had not received these electronically but in hard copy.
142

Cash T48/70:22-71:23 Booth T49/170:25-172:1
T49/197:25-196:2
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Despite not mentioning this in her first statement in February 2019, in her September 2019 statement,
Williams claimed to have been given Artelia 's minutes after the "inert" meeting and at a subsequent meeting,
making a copy for Gibson at his request. Despite there having been two copies according to Williams, none
can be found 156 . Lawrence denies having said the materials were inert and says Gibson is wrong about the
meeting 157 . Booth was consistently clear he was not present during the meeting and that all meetings Artelia
attended were minuted 158 . This will be a question for the Inquiry to decide, but on the face of it, Gibson's and
Williams' accounts are not convincing. Williams put Gibson's inert meeting between July 2014 and early
2015 and suggested that it might have been after her November 2014 Lakanal moment. Gibson put it at March
April 2015. If the meeting occurred post November 2014, it makes no sense, as by November 2014 Williams
had already allegedly received the confirmation of compliance, and she sat directly opposite Gibson in their
office and they discussed issues orally, albeit he claims they did not discuss flame retardance 159 . Her evidence
at para 65 of her September 2019 statement regarding having given the minutes to Gibson in hard copy gives
the impression of having been triggered by Gibson's statement. As was put to her, a normal person's reaction
on seeing the fire would have been to immediately think of Lawrence' s alleged confirmation that the materials
would not bum and therefore had it been said she would have mentioned it in her first witness statement.
Given the misspelling Gibson appears to have noticed 160 , one plausible explanation is that he simply saw
William's Lacknall moment thread, but which did not contain any confinnation. Any confirmation given by
Lawrence, if given at all, was given orally and not in writing despite Gibson and William's implausible
attempts to claim it was given in writing. This seems to have been a ball they let fall and wish they had not,
but the implausibility of their evidence is much to their discredit.
3.8 Disability Consultant. DBA was contracted by SE to consider access as part of Stage E 161 , however
despite the RIBA Access Audit Guidance 162 and the inclusive design provisions of ADB2 163 , neither SE nor
TMO commissioned DBA to consider egress, and the resultant "accessible design guidance" in October 2013
did not address it 164 . TMO failed to follow the accessibility advice given by DBA.

4. The relevant regulatory regimes
4.1 Building Act 1984 BRIADB2. The requirements are now well rehearsed, but in summary the designer is
required to achieve the Functional Requirements contained in Schedule l of the BR. Guidance as to how this
might be achieved is given in Approved Documents, but following these is neither mandatory nor a defence to
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an allegation of breach of the BR. If the designer elects to follow ADB2 to achieve a design compliant with
B4(1) external fire spread, then it must either follow the Linear Route contained in paras 12.6-12.9 and
diagram 40 165 ADB2 or it must follow the large-scale testing (BS 8414) route introduced by para 12.5. At the
time of the Grenfell fire neither ADB2 nor any British Standard/guidance permitted extrapolation from such
tests. The result is that ADB2 did not permit the use of desktops, albeit as became clear in Module 2, the
insulation manufacturers lobbied NHBC/BCA to issue guidance suggesting desktops as a means of
compliance. At Grenfell the Linear Route was intended to be followed and accordingly the large-scale testing
routes /desktops are in any event not relevant to module 1, save to the extent that they enabled the unofficial
design influencers to press their products on the designers as suitable for use on buildings over l 8m.
4.2 Construction Design

&,~anagement Regulations

("CDM'}. The function of CDM is to protect against

health and safety risks arising from construction work. 166 Their focus is on the safety of the process of
construction, rather than the safety of the end-product. The purpose of the H&S file required under CDM is
not operational: it is not to assist in the day-to-day operation of a building or to assist the fire and rescue
service. Lane has investigated compliance with this aspect of the CDM on the premise that, had a compliant
health and safety file been available, it could have been used by LFB on the night of the fire (notwithstanding
that was not its intended purpose). 167 However, Lane's findings of serial non-compliance with CDM (which
are designed to protect not just those carrying out works, but also residents in occupation during the works) in
relation to the H&S file 168 have a wider significance. As Lane notes, they indicate the lack of care with which
projects (including the GT refurbishment) were approached and the culture or attitude of non-compliance. 169
In relation to the refurbishment, those responsible include Artelia.
5. Role of the unofficial design influencers Both Celotex ("Cx") and Arconic targeted GT and each used its

distributors, and Harley to ensure the influence was advanced/maintained. Kingspan ("KS") marketed its
products to RBKC 170 and SE recorded sending off an enquiry to KS by 5.7.12 171 .It is unclear how Max
Fordham ("MF") came to propose Cx FR5000 in their Stage C Report 172 .McQuatt's evidence was that he
regarded KS/Cx as interchangeable and that KS gave MF CPD re pipe insulation 173 . McQuatt had a log in for
Cx's website, but only because he had tried to get lambda values of an insulation type even though he had not
used Cx before. He admitted "a lot" ofMF's CPD was provided by manufacturers 174 .

165

{CLG00000224_0095} to {_0097}
Lane, The Health and Safety File {BLARP20000012/0006}, 1.1.3; citing paragraph 2.1 of the explanatory memorandum to
CDM
167
Lane, BLARP20000012/0006}, 1.3.7-1.3.12
168
Summarised in section 13 of her report: {BLARP20000012/0180}
169
Lane, {BLARP20000012/0188} section 13.6 and especially 13.6.6 at {/189}
170
Hanson 'straining record shows he attended parl L training by KS 25.1.05 {RBK00048622/3} Hoban could not recall attending
and his record {RBK00050786/11} shows no training on lhis date T45/29:15-17
171
{SEA00001009} SolUles T20/14:9-20
172
{MAX00000445/82} boxes on far right of page specify "Insulation (New Celotex FR5000)" on columns and spandrels. McQuatt
admitted he introduced it into lhe project T/42/81:14-20
173
T42/82:21-24 and T42/79:15-18
174
T42/20:24-21:4; T42/83:21-24
166
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5.1 Celotex. It is clear that Cx regarded GT, specifically Harley, as a target. GT was described as a "must win"
project by Cx,

175

on account of its potential value

176

and Cx's desire to use GT as its flagship "case study" to

push RS5000 onto more HRB. 177 Cx therefore kept Harley in the loop of the development and launch of
RS5000 in August 2014. 178 Cx was seen by Harley as being "very keen", 179 and indeed the day after RS5000
launched informed Harley directly, provided RS5000 literature and offered to come to Harley's offices to

°

formally present the "new" product. 18 Cx may also have attended Harley's offices to present RS5000
specifically in respect of GT.

181

Despite regarding GT as a done deal, 182 for good measure Cx used its

relationship with SIG to ensure Harley received a substantial discount of 47.5%. 183 Even once RS5000 had
been specified, Cx was pertinacious in ensuring that its product was and remained specified on GT. 184
5 .2 Arconic. The deployment by Arconic of its contacts to manipulate the cladding specification was effective.
French explained she was operating under yearly sales targets for Reynobond ("RB") ACM set by
Merxheim 185 for the purpose of growing Arconic's UK market. 186 To further this aim, Arconic employed a
careful and deliberate marketing strategy of building relationships with fabricators 187 , to maximise exposure of
RB to certain projects 188 . GT is the perfect case study of Arconic's strategy. The relevant fabricator, CEP, had
a longstanding commercial relationship with Arconic. 189As Blades admitted, CEP would "keep tabs" on
projects 190 and duly introduced Arconic to SE in October 2012 191 in order to promote RB. 192 CEP's fidelity to
Arconic remained steadfast from this point on. Upon being provided with an outline specification in January
2013 and asked to provide a quotation for Leadbitter 193 , Blades ignored the references to both "VA1Z

Composite Zinc panels" and "HPL cladding" and responded by costing only RB Zinc Patina finish, an

175

See Celotex "must win" table {CEL00000556}
Roome: T/69/194:13
177
{CEL00000467} and T70/42:23
178
E.g. B.Bailey: " . . .Jonarhan [Roome of Celotex] was fairly regular around and he was Telling us that Celotex were looking to
come out with a compering product [to Kl5]": T/39/58:5; and "Jonathan was sort of saying thar we 're getting closer to rhe
certificare being issued ... ": T/39/61:4; See also Celotex Salesforce entry: {CEL00009877}.
179
See B.Bailey: T/39/61:23
180
See I.Roome email {CEL00001237}.
181
See R.Bailey Witness Statement {HAR00010184} at [113]: "A representative of Celotex, Jonathan Roome, also attended
Harley's offices to talk with Harley staff about rhe benefits ofRS5000 product specifically for the Gre1!fell Projecr ".
182
I.Roome: "Well, I think the deal was already there ... Harley had already made the decision to purchase the material":
T/70/50:18
183
See I.Roome emails dated 16.03.15 "Do you know which SIG Branch you are using .. .It will then be easierfor me to make sure
that the pricing and supply chain is looked afterf(Jr you" and " .. .!will arrange a list price.for the distributors involved so you can
get the best (Competitive price)" {CEL00000031/1} and {/2} ; SIG Quotation dated 17.03.15: {CEL00000035}; and invoices for
RS5000 actually purchased e.g. {SIG00000022}.
184
D.Anketell-Jones: "I can remember that he [I.Roome] used to come into the office quite a bit. I can remember that he used to
come in and check that Grenfell was still using the Celotex product ... ": T/36/75:24 and also T/36/85:15
185
French T/87/30:11 - 32:21
186
French T/87/33/3 - 6
187
French T/88/43: 20-23
188
French T/88/43:24 - 44:3
189
Blades, T/41/29: 14-22
190
Blades T/41/139:15-22
191
Blades T/41/85: 9-25
192
Blades T/41/86/15-17 and T/41/89:23-25
193
{CEP00048886}
176
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ACM. 194 Blades could not explain the reason for quoting RB ACM, despite the outline specification not
asking for an ACM product at all 195 or indeed an Arconic product. 196 He conceded that at this time, he did not
investigate when responding to Leadbitter's request whether the RB ACM panels he was quoting for were
suitable for a building over 18m197 , a category into which he was aware GT squarely fell. 198Upon later being
tipped off by SE that zinc cladding would be prohibitively expensive, Blades promised French he would

"propose [Arconic 'sj full [RB] range and finishes as alternative options. " 199 He accepted in evidence that he
did not consider putting forward cladding from any other manufacturer. 200 He later described this meeting to
French as "positive. "201 In evidence he agreed he was actively trying to get RB panels on to GT 202 and that
from CEP's perspective, RB panels meant RB ACM panels. 203 In December 2013, having heard on the
grapevine that Harley had become involved204 , CEP reached out to them, following which Harley asked CEP
to quote for a system based on RB ACM. 205 Blades confirmed Harley had not asked him to quote on the basis
of any other product, only RB, 206 despite the various options in the NBS Specification. 207 Thereafter, CEP
sourced rates for RB from French208 resulting in Harley's order for RB Smoke Silver Metallic Durgaloss 5000
satin panels in March 2015. 209 French admitted in evidence that Harley and CEP were instrumental in getting
RB selected for GT 210 , entirely consistent with her contemporaneous thanks to them for their "hard work and

perseverance in putting [RB] forward." 211
6. Knowledge of Grenfell designers/contractors of the dangers of plastics
6.1 Each of Rydon, SE and Harley ought to have been aware of the dangers of using ACM and combustible
insulations in HRB. They all claim however, that they were not, often in the face of damning evidence to the
contrary. Perhaps most notably, Daniel Anketell-Jones of Harley who despite proclaiming contemporaneously

" ... as we all know; the ACM will be gone rather quickly in a fire! ", 212 claimed under affirmation, that at the
time "nobody was aware that any of these materials were combustible". 213

194

{CEP000000138} {CEP000000148} and T/41/98:19-25
Blades T/41/99:24 - 100:2
196
Blades T/41/100:3-6
197
Blades T/41/101:12-17
198
Blades T/41/74:20-24
199
{CEP000000150}
100
Blades T/41/106:3-6
201
{CEP000000151}
202
Blades T/117/20-24
103
Blades T/41/118:4-7
204
Blades T/41/138:5-14
105
{CEP000000267}
106
Blades T/41/140:21 -141:2
207
{CEP000000215}
208
{CEP000000244}
209
{CEP000000528} {CEP000000529}
21
French T/88/182:6-13
211
{CEP000000443}
212
{HAR00006585}
213
T/37 /27:6
195

°
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6.2 They each had a duty to be familiar with BR/ ADB2, as well as relevant industry guidance. Those
documents contained numerous warnings about the use of combustible materials. ADB2 highlighted the risks
associated with using combustible materials in tall buildings. 214 BR 135 contained warnings of combustible
panels having the potential to "provide a route for fire to propagate up the outside of the building". 215 BCA
Technical Guidance Note 18 dated June 2014 expressly warned that ''fire spread via the external wall medium

is exacerbated by the use of combustible materials ... ". 216
6.3 There had also been numerous cladding fires both nationally and internationally by the time of the GT
project. Sakula's opinion is that cladding industry practitioners prior to the GT fire would have been aware at
least of the various fires in the UAE which were well-covered in both mainstream media and technical press at
the time, 217 and as a result would also have been aware of the dangers inherent in using PE-cored ACM
cladding on tall buildings. 218 Astonishingly, every witness from SE and Harley questioned about these fires
denied having had any knowledge of them whatsoever. 219
6.4 Claire Williams' "Lacknall moment" Despite this specifically requested clarification from Rydon (para
3.7.l above) rather than checking whether the cladding was suitable from a fire perspective, Rydon seems to
have ignored this email. 220 It also follows from this email that Rydon was aware of the Lakanal House fire;
Lawrence claimed that whilst he knew about a fire at Lakanal, he didn't know enough about it to comment on
what happened. 221 In view of Williams' query, he ought to have made it his business to find out more.
6.5 Knowledge of materials. Sounes claimed he was aware of Alucobond for a long time previously and
referred to their 2009 brochure which highlights the material is plastic 222 . Rek knew the ACM panel was

"some sort ofplastic" but claims to have given no thought to how it would behave in fire and also claimed no
knowledge of fires 223 . Sounes also acknowledges that he was aware of polyurethane (PUR) fires and the
dangers of using PUR insulations in cavities at the time of GT. 224 He said had he been presented with a data
sheet for PUR insulation, he would "obviously have challenged it". 225 Despite that being an obvious
conclusion in respect of PUR, he raised no such challenge in respect of the PIR insulation used on GT. He

Approved Document B, Vol.2, para. 12.5: "The external envelope of a building should not provide a mediumforfire spread ~(it
is likely ro be a risk to healrh and safety. The use of combustible marerials in the cladding system and extensive cavities may presenr
such a risk in tall buildings" {CLG00000224/95}
215
Fire Performance ofExternal Thermal Insulation for Walls ofMultistorey Buildings, Third Edn (BR135) {CEL00003364/22},
see also the Second Edition to the same effect {BRE00005554/18}
116
BCA Technical Guidance Note, Use of Combustible Cladding Materials on Residential Buildings {CEP00057294}
117
Report ofJonathan Sakula at 8.1.1and9.2-9.3 {JOSOOOOOOOJ/34} and {/36}; also T/125/117:11
118
Report ofJonathan Sakula at 9.4 {JOSOOOOOOOJ/37}; also T/125/98:21 and T/125/118:15
119
SE: B.Sounes T/7/150:4, N.Crawford T/10/146:2, T.Rek T/12/48:16-20; Harley: D. Anketell-Jones T/36/212:20, R.Bailey
T/32/21:23 and 22:3, B.Bailey T/39/33:5-9, K.Lamb T/37/71 :21-23, M.Harris T/34/38:16
120
There was no response to C. Williams: T/24/164:8, the requesl was nol senl on to Harley: T/24/165:18
121
T/24/180:21
122
Sounes T20/112:25-113:8 suggesting Alucobond was synonymous wilh ACM and referring to its 2009 "From a pioneer to a
synonym" which clearly showed a plastic core : "The composite ALUCOBOND can be considered a plastic ... "
https://www.yumpu.com/en/documenl/read/8857170/from-a-pioneer-to-the-synonym-alucobond
123
T12/47:21-49:21; T12/53:25-54:1
224
T/20/46:5 and T/21/4:17
125
T/21/6:7
214
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claimed that he thought polyisocyanurate insulations (PIR) had "solved" the problem of PUR insulations. 226
The reality is however that neither PUR or PIR insulations are of limited combustibility, and Sounes'
knowledge of the dangers of PUR ought to have extended to PIR. Blades claims not to have known that PE
was combustible at the time of GT 227 yet as early as 2013 clearly understood that Arconic made an RB product
with a "fire rated core" as an alternative to PE, and had been infonned by others in the industry that "Alcoa

won't change their core until they are forced to due to changes in the fire regulations, else [RB] will become
too expensive". 228 He was also aware that a competitor of Arconic was "heavily marketing /their] FJ? core
and discussing the requirement for fire retardant materials with architects, especially on residential
buildings. "229 As for Arconic, French freely admits "Of course, I appreciate that PE was plastic and was and
is flammable, that would have been obvious to anyone ... " 230 However she disingenuously claimed in the
industry "the flammability of A CM was just not discussed. It's not something that was brought up in general

conversations ,,n 1. French's evidence is contradicted perhaps most strikingly by her 13 .5 .13 email to Blades
(in the midst of Arconic and CEP co-ordinating their efforts to target GT) regarding "reports via BBC

concerning a fire on a building in UAE regarding ACM.

232

"

Notwithstanding the clear and express warning

in the BBC report about the combustible nature of ACM products, when asked what he did in response to this
email, Blades said "We may have had a quick conversation about it, I don't recall. " 233 He confirmed that
despite having received this email, he did not raise the potential dangers of using ACM PE with anybody on
the GT Project234 but conceded that he ought to have done so. 235 Even in conjunction with her knowledge of
PE's recent fire test results (to be explored further in M2 236 ) French could not explain why the BBC report did
not indicate to her that not all was well with continuing to use RB PE on GT. Her explanation "J honestly

can't recall having made those - pulling that information together in the way that you 're explaining it"237
rings hollow.
7. SE's Design failings
7.1 Production of the NBS Specification 238 : blindly stumbling into a problem. Sounes accepted the NBS
specification is a core part of the ER's which usually takes precedence over drawings (by the GT contract

126

T/21/6:17
Blades T/41/38: 1-2
228
{CEP00049832}
129
{CEP00049832}
13
°
French 2, par 28 {MET00053162_0007}
131
French T/87/100: 4 -10
132
{CEP00049719}
133
Blades T/41/124:4-7
234
Blades T/41/133:21 -134:4
135
Blades T/41/134:5-19
136
{MET00053158_P04/134}
137
French T/88/144: 22-24
238
Formerly known as the National Building Specification; an electronic platform showcasing manufacturers products to designers
at lhe point of specification and in which RIBA is a significant shareholder. Lane Fire Engineer reporl {BLARP20000017/27}
127
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between TMO and Rydon, the NBS and tender drawings took precedence over the contract drawings 239 ) and
yet he allowed first Adrian Jess and then Rek (less experienced and felt he was just "filling the gap2"'

0

")

to

take over the drafting of it without his supervision of which Hyett is criticai2 41 . An architect has three options
when preparing a specification: performance (outcome), prescriptive (details of material and workmanship but
without product specified) and proprietary (product) and these options could be used in combination242 .Sounes
was aware of the performance and prescriptive specification types postulated by the RIBA but unaware of the
proprietary specification type 243 .He admitted that it is the architect's role to select the specification
genre 244 .Sounes accepted the NBS adopted at GT was a predominantly proprietary specification for aesthetic
reasons relating to the cladding 245 and that if SE had wanted greater input from the D&B contractor the
specification should have been a performance specification246 .It was not however purely proprietary, in that it
specified perfom1ance to a degree, but imperfectly, such as the core insulating panels and window assemblies
but these were not true perfonnance specifications, as fire performance was not specified247 . The specified
cladding panel was Proteus Honeycomb. The proposed manufacturers were said to be "indicative" and might
be replaced with "similar or equal alternatives " 248 ("the Proviso"), but without any minimum performance
requirements/functionality being expressly required to be preserved. Similarly Rydon's contract, whilst
requiring consent for any substitutions not specified in the ERs 249 , did not require the preservation of any
perfonnance 250 . Hyett considers fire performance would also be preserved but that this would refer to the fire
performance of the product specified251 . Crawford considered the Proviso would preserve fire performance
and Rek considered it probably extended to all aspects of performance but conceded the drafting was
unclear252 . Rydon had also been asked to price alternatives including VM Zinc (as initially selected and which
was FR) and RB Duragloss metallics range, which included Smoke Silver as ultimately selected for GT 253 . If
the Proviso did require preservation of fire performance that would not have assisted in the case of the Celotex
239

T7/15215-153:23 and contract preliminaries: 'Al 1 TENDER AND CONTRACT DOCUMENTS clause 190 ORDER OF
PREFERENCE" 3rd item "Tender Specification, Drawings and Room Data sheer" took precedence over the 4th item - Contract
Drawings {TM010041791/92}
240
T12/12:23-13:7; T12/14:5-8
241
T65/63:22-64:2
242
Hvett T64/68:2-69:2
243
R~k considered "prescribed and proprietary was more or less the same" T12/31:17-18
244
T7/154:22-159:15
245
Sounes T7/159:25-160:21; T7/161:1-14T7/162:1-9; Hyett T64/69:6-12
246
T7/163:23-164:2 Hyett agrees T64/71:19-72:6
247
LIO item 332 "window assembly to achieve minimum U-value l.6Wlm2K. ... Panel/facing type: Aluminium faced insulated panel
comprising core insulation ... to achieve minimum U-value O. l 5W/m2K "{SEAOOOOOJ 69/145}. Crawford considered it was a
performance specification in this respect: T9/1475-8 Hyett did not consider a competent architect would have known that WIP were
part of the exlemal wall (and so required to be MOLC) T65/27:7-10
248
NBS H92 first para {SEA00000169/64}
249
JCT Design & Build Contract Conditions Clause 2.2.1.2 {RYD00094235/64}
250
Albeil reasons for substitution and a statement of non-specific "performance" along wilh other details was required by par 200
"Substitution of Products" of the Preliminaries {TM010041791/122}
251
T64/71:7-18
252
Crawford T9/138:5-18; Rek T12/81:23-81:1-6
253
NBS H92 par 11 "Reynobond Duragloss 5000 metallic std & non std (rntin gloss)" {SEA00000169/64} and Sounes' email to
Lawrence confirming Smoke silver E9107 Sis within the Duragloss Metallics range {RYD00003913/2} albeit Smoke Silver may
not have been satin gloss finish as required by the NBS: see item 1.4 meeting with planners {RYD00004609/2}
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FR5000 insulation, but would have ensured the cladding panels remained FR. The specification did not give a
discretion to use those alternatives: it was simply seeking alternative prices 254 . Hyett does not fault SE's
failure to clearly specify required performance criteria as unreasonable: "many of us would have blindly
stumbled into that same problem 255 ".This may give the Inquiry cause to wonder whether the use by

architects/specifiers of this facilitative online platform (which gives "unrivalled exposure [ofproducts] to
decision makers " 256 ) leads to this blind stumbling, by encouraging a lack of adherence to the BR/ADB

requirements by presenting model clauses with drop down links to a dizzying array of product options without
indicating conformity with ADB2 for buildings over 18m and some of which do not conform257 , coupled with
standards (which in this case we know SE specified without first reading) such as CWCT .That said, Hyett
considers that a competent architect would have considered the ADs, CWCT guidance and product literature
before preparing the NBS specification 258 . That might lead the Inquiry to the conclusion that a competent
architect should have stipulated what the fire performance criteria were, as opposed to cutting and pasting
from the NBS. Given that SE chose to use a proprietary, not a performance specification, then it was
incumbent on SE to ensure the compliance of not only the main product specified but also the
alternatives 259 . The specification of Cx FR5000 (later RS5000) undoubtedly put SE in breach of its obligations
to ensure compliance 260 . As Rydon's company statement observes, their assumption was indeed that the
products had been checked for compliance by stage E, albeit SE had not in fact checked such
compliance 261 .The terms of SE's appointment by Rydon made clear that it was relying upon SE for all design
decisions and that no comment or lack of comment by Rydon would exonerate SE 262 .
7.2 Failure to produce a code compliant design
In Hyett's view, a reasonably competent architect responsible for the initial design of the over-cladding system
at GT ought to have been aware of the requirements of B2-B4 of the BRs 263 and must consider the precise
build-up of the external wall structure and its elements in order to understand whether it, as a system, could
resist the spread of fire for a reasonable period. 264 Yet SE failed to follow ADB/any other recognised route to
compliance. That failure fell below the standard of a reasonably competent architect. 265

254

Sounes confirmed this had been SE's intent T/7/161:19-25
T64/99:2-100:8
256
Par 2.15.6 {BLARP20000017/27}
257
See for cladding panels model clause 120 {INQ00011343} {INQ00011363} {INQ00011336}{INQ00011345}. For thennal
insulation see model clause 776 {INQ00011388}{INQ00011342} {INQ00011333} which gives Kl 5 as an option {INQ00011353}
{INQ00011351}
258
T64/99:16-100:8
259
Hvett T64/72:7-15
260
Hyett T64/175:17-25
261
Sounes T7/169:15-171:4
262
Deed of Appointment clause 2.4 {RYD00094228/3}
263
Hyett, T/64/41:4-9
264
Hyett, T/64/19-24
265
Hyett, T/64/62:4-13
255
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7.2.l Insulation. Para 12.5 ADB was "perfectly clear" in its warning against the use of combustible
materials. 266 Celotex FR5000 did not meet any of the definitions for Materials of Limited Combustibility
("MOLC") set out in Table A 7 of ADB2 267 , failed to comply with ADB2 and to meet the requirements of the
BRs 268 in respect of which Hyett is "extremely critical'' of SE. 269 In order to establish whether a product is
MOLC an architect should look at manufacturers' literature and certificates. 270 Whilst Cx' marketing literature
was grossly misleading, Hyett's view is that it is nonetheless clear that an architect should study the literature
carefully to ensure as far as reasonably possible that the claims made meet standards stipulated in AD
guidance. 271 A reasonably competent architect would not have allowed Cx RS5000 to be specified or installed
as part of the rainscreen cladding system at GT because the components of that system differed from that
described in Celotex literature as having been tested to meet the performance criteria in BR 135. 272 Ultimate
responsibility for ensuring compliance of the insulation lay with SE 273 , who could not rely on MF's
identification of FR5000 as representing any proper consideration or advice about its compliance with the
BRs 274 . Nor do Exova's failings exonerate SE. 275
In relation to the window infill panels, SE's NBS LIO section indicated an insulated core but with no specific
material or performance in relation to fire. 276 In Hyett's view, SE should at least have stated that the insulation
should be MOLC in accordance with para 12.7 of ADB2, even if the product type was not named. 277 ln respect
of the infill behind internal linings to windows, Hyett is critical of SE for not providing 1:5 details which
showed in adequate detail how the voids around the window linings at head, jambs and sill would be packed
with insulation that prevented thermal bridging and thus complied with the guidance of ADU B, whilst also
meeting the requirements of ADB2. 278
7.2.2 Cladding panels. Despite the BBA certificate suggesting RB cassette complied with Euroclass B and
national Class 0, in fact, cassette was not covered by the BBA certificate. RB55 had not been tested to BS476
parts 6&7 so as to achieve Class 0, but Hyett would not accept that an architect should have spotted that 279 . At

266

Hyett, T/64/65:14 - 66:6
Hyett, 4.2.18 {PHYR0000029_ 0027}
268
Hyett, 4.2.31 {PHYR0000029/30}
269
Hyett, 4.2.27 {PHYR0000029/29}
270
Hyett, T/64/65:6-10
271
Hyett, 4.3.17 {PHYR0000029/48}
272
Hyett, T/65/22:1-10
273
Hyett, 4.2.27 {PHRY0000029/29}
274
Hyett, T/64/194:5-11
275
Hyett, T/65/23: 7-15
276
{SEAOOOOOJ 69}
277
Hyett, 4.3.91 {PHYR0000029_0079} T65/27:7-21 albeit Hyett could not be adamanl that a competent architect would have
known WIP were part of lhe external wall (and so required to be MOLC) but only because he had not researched views on the
subject. He was clear that his approach would be lo treat WIP as part of lhe external wall and it is submitted his reasoning is
compelling and WIP therefore ought to be have been regarded that way be a reasonably competent archilecl.
278
Hyett, 4.3.96 {PHYR0000029_0082}
279
He would have taken the certificate at "bald.face value": T64/108:11-110:8; T64/111:15-112:2 albeit he accepts a competent
architect should have read beyond p 1 BBA CertificateT64/149:20-159:23 an architect would not spol RB55 not tesled to Class 0
and would nol appreciate lhe certificate did not apply lo cassette T64/162:14-164:13. That said on realising FR was a possibility an
architect should lhen have sought advice from a specialist fire consultant T64/159:20-23
267
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the hearing, Hyett clarified his evidence, to conclude that a reasonably competent architect should look
beyond the front page of the BBA certificate to section 6 to establish fire performance. 280 Upon seeing a
reference to FR Hyett would have wanted to know what the difference was between fire-retardance and nonfire retardant and "why on earth you would ever use one that didn 't have the fire retardant in it. " 281 In Hyett' s
view, SE should have reverted to the manufacturer in pursuit of an assurance that the panel colour selected for
GT would meet the test requirement necessary for BBA certification; and in the absence of such assurance, SE
should have insisted on a dedicated test being carried out on the preferred panel colour and refused to specify
it without such certification. 282 On the apparent ubiquity of ACM cladding, Hyett's view is notwithstanding
that a product was commonly used, there is still a requirement to check that the product conforms to ADB. 283
7.2.3 The crown. At tender, SE provided little information with respect to the crown. Drawing 1279 (06) 120
00 284 stated "design of the Crown detail TBC by Architect" yet SE appear never again to have addressed
this. 285
7.2.4 Cavity barriers. To comply with Functional Requirement B3 and ADB2 s9, CBs were required to close
cavities, and also at the junctions of the external walls with compartment walls and floors, around
windows/openings and at the junction with the roof - in this case the crown. Yet Sounes had never read section
9 of ADB at the time of or during GT 286 and though claiming to be familiar with B3 admitted that he did not
read this section either. 287 In Hyett's view, the condition at the perimeter of the window frames was
particularly difficult. 288 This was a challenging detail that SE should have identified early on in the design
development stage and addressed with great care when developing early details, which SE does not appear to
have done. 289 SE's ER drawing 1279 (06) 110 00 290 indicated CBs to the line of compartment floor only.
Although there was a CB at the window head, there was no CB at the cill, which was "a ve1y serious
omission. " 291 The same drawing shows that inadequate thought had been given to the window jamb conditions

with respect to both fire stopping at the window frame/concrete column junction and inhibiting the passage of
fire into the cavity at the window frame's edge condition. 292 Similarly, tender drawing 1279 (04) 1050 00 293
shows no indication of the positioning of CBs required at the compartment wall/column junctions, indicating a
lack of care and attention in terms of the development of a strategy for CBs. 294At the crown, there was no
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horizontal CB indicated to close either the top of columns or the parapet at roof level, which was "inadequate

and insufficiently thought through. "295 Crawford conceded that if there were a fire in an uppermost flat, there
. to stop lt
. reach"mg the crown.-?96
was nothmg
7.3 Contribution of SE poor procedures to non-compliance
7.3.l Absence of tracker In Hyett's view, it is essential on a large and complex project such as GT, where
information is being issued on a rolling basis, that the process is carefully monitored and managed, usually
through a "tracking" process. 297 Yet the planning pre-application dialogue between the design team led by SE
and BC was "one of general disorder" 298 . Crawford admitted neither he, nor to his knowledge anyone else at
SE tracked what had been sent to BC 299 .The Full Plans application was sent by SE to BC on 4 August 2014 300 ,
some weeks after building work had begun on 2 June 2014, in respect of which Hyett is "extremely

critical. "301 Hyett is "even more critical" that in the absence of such a Full Plans application, design work and
dialogue had been ongoing which was so evidently deficient. 302 Hyett concludes that "the entire Building

Regulations application process was mis-managed by Studio En3°3 and SE's approach in general to the Full
Plans application and the BC process fell below the standard of the reasonably competent architect. 304
7.3.2 Lack of matrix of responsibilities. A fundamental problem with GT was that, contrary to guidance in the
RlBA Job Book Ninth Edition, a matrix of responsibilities under the D&B contractor was never properly
established or monitored. 305 SE seem to have assumed that Harley would carry out work that was clearly
stipulated under the Rydon appointment terms to be within SE's province 306 and simply did not do enough
work post-novation. 307 SE should also have either insisted on a "fuller" service from Exova, as part of the
D&B team, or alternatively ensured that they themselves as architects properly got to grips with the
requirements of ADB2 and diligently applied them through the construction documentation stage. Instead,
they left such work to Harley which they failed to check adequately. 308
7.3.3 lneffectiveness of internal design reviews. SE was ISO 9001 registered which obliged it to establish its
own Quality Management System which is independently assessed. 309 Kuszell claimed there were two design
reviews in respect of the GT project - November 2012 and early 2013 310 and a technical review in October
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2015 which in any event was not independent311 .When put to Crawford that the October 2015 technical review
was woefully late, he claimed there would have been informal discussions previously. 312 Hyett's opinion is
that routine design reviews, in line with RIBA recommended practice, should have identified that Cx FR was
non-compliant both during and at the conclusion of the SE Stage C and Stage D Design Reports. This did not
happen because those reviews were not carried out, or because they were not carried out properly. 313 An
adequate routine design review would also have identified at the outset of the construction documentation
stage that "due to the decision to fundamentally change the rainscreen cladding system, a major investigation
of the [RB] system would be urgently required to test its compliance with the requirements of the [BR/, and the
relevant guidance ... most notably ADB2. " 314

7.3.4 Failure to identify that Exova had not finalised the OFSS. Exova's proposition in its issue 3 of the
OFSS of 7 .11.13 that the proposed changes would have no adverse effect on the building in relation to
external fire spread was never confirmed by any analysis by Exova, nor was it ever confirmed by any other
specialist fire consultant in any report. 315 Crawford claims never to have followed this up because of
assurances given by Exova in an alleged telephone call of 17 or 18 September in which the compliance of
ACM and Celotex were purportedly discussed. 316 Such evidence is clearly not credible in light of the absence
of any reference in Crawford's statements and contemporaneous email exchanges. 317 In Hyett's view, the fact
that no subsequent analysis was ever carried out had the effect of "rendering the fire strategy for this project
seriously deficient throughout all subsequent design stages and upon completion of the project and
thereafter. "318 A reasonably competent architect would "absolutely" have gone back to Exova at the point

Rydon had been appointed and asked them to produce the B4 analysis once the identification of the rainscreen
had been arrived at. 319
7.3.5 Failure to identify .fire engmeermg advice required. Hyett considers that an essential aspect of
professional competence is understanding the limits on one's own expertise and recognising when third-party
advice is required. 320 Sounes' evidence was that from the outset, SE knew that it would not be possible to form
an opinion on compliance with ADB without a consultant; and did not expect to be able to use the ADs on
GT. 321 Hyett considers that it was imprudent for SE to proceed without a fire consultant and one ought to have
been appointed on GT. 322 Crawford thought that he could consult Exova on an "as-and-when" basis 323 . The
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piecemeal retention of Exova was in Hyett's view "wholly inappropriate for a project of this scale and

complexity". 324 SE should have made it very clear to Rydon that there was a need for a specialist consultant to
be appointed by Rydon in the absence ofExova. 325
8. Flaws in SE's design as finalised by Rydon and its sub-contractors
8.1 Selection of alternative cladding panels- RB55 PE Smoke Silver Metallic. The selection of RB 55 PE
Smoke Silver Metallic cladding panels for GT is characterised by incompetence and abnegation of
responsibility from every implicated party. SE's abysmal failings were compounded by the inadequacies of
Rydon and its subcontractors, most strikingly in failing to recognise that at the very least FR panels were
required to meet the functional requirements of the BRs; and failing to heed the most rudimentary limitations
on the claimed (albeit wrongly) Class 0 performance of the panels as set out in the BBA certificate. Blake,
Rydon's most senior representative on GT, confim1ed there were no discussions within Rydon about which
route to compliance was proposed for cladding system. 326 Whilst he accepted that he had the authority to
overrule any step he considered inappropriate; he lacked the skill to identify whether any material selection
would compromise functionality or safety. 327 Lawrence accepted that Rydon did nothing itself to ensure that
the cladding panels were suitable for use over l 8m and simply relied on others. 328 Despite being faced with
the most striking and obvious opportunity to tum its mind to questions on compliance through Claire
Williams' "Lacknall moment329 " and ask Rydon for clarification on the fire retardance of the cladding,
Lawrence could not explain the apparent lack of response, stating that he would have passed this to Harley to
deal with 330 and disingenuously claiming that he thought Williams' request related to the lower four floors and
GRC cladding only. 331 Even if Rydon had attempted properly to address compliance, the evidence calls into
serious question the most basic competencies of its employees: the evidence of David Hughes was that he was
not even aware of a general requirement that the walls should adequately resist the spread of fire. 332 Gary
Martin for his part confessed to never even having seen ADB. 333 Despite it being evident from the face of the
BBA certificate, Lawrence 334 O'Connor335 , Hughes 336 , Blake 337 and Martin338 all claim to have been unaware
that the RB panels were available in FR. Harley's Specification339 which provided for "[RB] Composite
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Rainscreen Cassettes" in "Smoke Silver Afetallic Duragloss 5000 Satin" was prepared by Lamb 340 though he
claims that the materials included were those he was "instructed to use from the Harley team. " 341 The Harley
team had of course been set on RB ACM since 2013, crudely extolling its benefits to SE, on the basis that it
was "tried and tested (on many Harley projects). "342 In the event, Lamb did not bother to check the NBS
specification343 on the basis that this would have been done by Harley or someone else in the DT. 344 Lamb did
not consider that it was his responsibility to check ACM was appropriate and compliant with BR and ADB. 345
These were maters for others at Harley such as Anketell-Jones346 , who in tum considered it was in fact a
matter for the architect and BC. 347 Lamb confessed that reading the BBA certificate "never crossed my

mind"348 as he simply did not consider it part of his role to check. 349 Had he done so, he ought to have realised
that the panels were available in FR, of which he was unaware 350 and that the claimed Class 0 performance did
not apply to Smoke Silver Metallic coloured panels, or indeed any panels in cassette fom1. According to Ray
Bailey, the consideration given by Harley to compliance of the cladding panels with the BR was limited to
checking the BBA certificate showing Class 0. 351 Yet despite actually having read the BBA certificate (albeit
in 2008) 352 Ray Bailey concluded that it applied to both cassette and riveted 353 , understood that PE and FR had
the same fire performance other than smoke production 354 and disregarded the express application to specific
colours. 355
8.2 Selection of FRIRS500. The specification of Cx FR5000 was instigated by MF as Andrew McQuatt
accepted. 356 However, he had no previous experience of FR5000 and gave no consideration at all to its fire
performance. 357 In Harley's eyes, MF had a reputation for being an "aspirational engineer", 358 which at GT
appears to have resulted in a proposed U-Value target for external walls of0.15 W/m2k, a new build target
which greatly exceeded regulatory requirements. 359 This target, and the limited cavity space within the fac;ade
as designed, resulted in non-combustible alternatives such as Rockwool being discounted at an early stage. 360
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Whilst MF first suggested FR5000, certainly without sufficient care, SE bears responsibility for specifying it,
and its re-branded twin RS5000. 361 It is clear however that SE entirely failed to independently verify the
compliance of the insulation and unjustifiably relied upon others. Sounes of SE admitted that he thought
FR5000 was suitable for use at GT based on an assumption that MF had used it before in similar
circumstances; 362 he never actually asked MF whether it was compliant. 363 Despite his knowledge that
Rockwool was safer than PIR insulation from a fire perspective, 364 there was never any consideration of
abandoning the 0.15 target, 365 simply because "no one challenged the insulation". 366 In reality, SE ought to
have challenged the fire credentials of the insulation. Worse still, the conclusion that there wasn't sufficient
space in the cavity for Rockwool was based on no more than a rough calculation by Sounes, which he himself
described as "amateur". 367 At no point was any effort made to determine precisely what thickness of
Rockwool would actually be required to achieve a 0.15 U-Value. 368 Hyett's view is that Rockwool could have
been accommodated without undue technical difficulty. 369 In respect of the change to RS5000, again SE
entirely failed to uphold its duties. Whilst Crawford ultimately accepted that it was SE' s duty to check that the
insulation complied with BR/ADB2, 370 he simply took it on trust from Harley that RS5000 was
compliant. 371 Despite his attempts under cross-examination to distance himself from the GT project and
characterise his role as relating to "structural" elements only, it is clear that it was Daniel Anketell-Jones of
Harley who drove the decision to switch from FR5000 to RS5000. 372 Following a telephone conversation
between the pair, Roome provided Anketell-Jones with all of the key marketing materials for RS5000 shortly
after its launch. 373 A day later, Cx updated its salesforce database noting in respect of GT that "0.15 U Value.

Dan has calculated using FR but stated that he needs to use RS5000 ". 374 Ray Bailey, sole director of Harley,
accepted that Harley had a responsibility to check that the insulation complied with BR/ADB, 375 and thought
Anketell-Jones had done this. 376 However, no-one at Harley fulfilled this duty. Anketell-Jones confirmed he
personally took no steps to verify Cx's claims that RS5000 was suitable for use above 18 metres. 377 He felt it
was Kevin Lamb's responsibility, as Harley's project designer, to send technical infonnation for materials to
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the architect for approval. 378 Kevin Lamb however assumed that the architect was responsible for
compliance 379 and that it wasn't his remit to consider the materials specified380 or even the route to
compliance, to which he "didn't give a vast amount of thought... ". 381 In any event, despite holding himself out
as a main designer of facades, 382 Lamb lacked the competence or understanding to ensure compliance. He had
no training on BR/ADB2

383

,

had never used a PIR insulation above 18m prior to GT 384 and exhibited a clear

misunderstanding of the regulatory requirements 385 .
8.3 Use of Kingspan K15 mid project. In May 2015 386 and September 2015, 387 Harley ordered Kl5 as a
substitute for RS5000 following a supply issue with RSS000. 388 Kl5 was never specified by SE, and both
Crawford and Sounes claim to have been entirely unaware that it was used. 389 This decision appears to have
been driven by Harley, and in particular Ben Bailey. 390 The use of the product was approved by David Hughes
ofRydon, 391 albeit retrospectively when large quantities ofK15 were already on the building. 392 Neither
Harley nor Rydon conducted any checks concerning the compliance of Kl 5. Hughes had the Kl 5 datasheet,
but did not consider the question of Kl 5 's fire performance himself, nor did he raise the substitution with SE
/Exova. 393 Ben Bailey claimed that at the time, he thought because Kl 5 was Class 0 it could be used above 18
metres, 394 that it could be used with any cladding above 18 metres 395 and considered it a like-for-like
replacement with RS5000. 396 Ray Bailey shared the same misconception concerning the relevance of Class
0, 397 and considered that since Kl5 had been signed off by Harley's technical manager years ago on another
project, 398 it was safe to use on any building over 18 metres. 399 In short, Harley assumed KI5 was suitable
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without undertaking any investigation into its suitability on GT from a fire perspective; Ray Bailey accepted
that they should have carried out checks. 400
8.4 Selection of PSL "Aluglaze" Core insulating Panels (Window infill panels). The Aluglaze window infill
panels selected for GT were aluminium insulating core panels with two different types of core: Styrofoam (PI
panels) and Kingspan TPIO (P2 panels), 401 neither of which were MOLC as they were required to be. SE
failed in two key respects when it came to these panels. First, by specifying an insulation core panel in the
NBS Specification without specifying that the insulation should be MOLC in accordance with Paragraph 12.7
of ADB2. 402 Second, by approving Harley's Specification Notes notwithstanding that they included noncompliant insulating cores, in particular Styrofoam which was notoriously combustible. Neil Crawford
approved the Specification Notes, 403 but could not remember whether he noticed the inclusion of Styrofoam or
TP 1O; he felt it was not his responsibility to check since SE were only looking at "architectural intent "404 and
ensuring that these products were compliant was a matter for Harley. 405 A basic question such as whether any
insulation product was MOLC as required by ADB2 must be part of the minimum design scrutiny an architect
is required to carry out when approving or commenting on drawings, particularly in circumstances where SE
drafted a predominantly proprietary specification.
Harley chose TP l 0 and Styrofoam as the insulating cores for these panels and failed to carry out any checks
whatsoever concerning their fire performance or compliance. Kevin Lamb accepted that he proposed TPIO,
based on his understanding that it was a Class 0 panel. 406 However, this was based on an assurance given to
him by a client "many, many years ago" and he did not take any steps himself to investigate the fire
perfonnance of TP l 0407 or to determine whether it was compliant above 18 metres, 408 despite being aware that
there were restrictions on the use of insulation materials above 18 metres. 409 Notwithstanding Lamb's false
assumption that Class 0 was somehow sufficient, TPIO is in fact Class l and the composite panel itself
untested.
As to the Styrofoam, this appears to have been selected by Mark Stapley of Harley, 410 and accepted
unquestioningly by Lamb. 411 Lamb did not consider or discuss with anyone whether the Styrofoam was
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compliant or suitable for use above 18m. 412 Rydon paid similarly little regard to the suitability of these
materials; Hughes confirmed that he would have read the Specification Notes, however he simply assumed
that by the time they got to him via Harley and SE they were compliant with BR. 413
Finally, BC entirely failed to query the use of these materials as they ought to have done. John Hoban
admitted that whilst the Specification Notes were particularly important for him to focus on, 414 he didn't read
them properly and didn't notice that Styrofoam or TPIO had been specified; 415 he accepted that he ought to
have queried the use of these materials. 416
8.5 Selection of TPJO & TB4000 insulation. In order to improve the aesthetic appearance of the uPVC fascia
board which was prone to "bowing", the gaps between the new window and the old timber window surrounds
were filled with either combustible Celotex TB4000 417 or Kingspan Thermapitch TPI0. 418 This demonstrates
the pre-occupation, common at GT, with aesthetics over compliance, and a lack of clear communication
between SE, Rydon and its subcontractors. Harley's drawings 419 indicated that the insulation to the head,
jamb and cill behind the window reveal linings were to be supplied and installed "by others." In Hyett's view,
Rydon should have ensured that SDP were properly briefed on the infill behind the linings and should have
ensured that any materials used were properly described on Harley or SE drawings, or alternatively secured
confirmation from the DT of requirements in this respect. They would then have realised that para 12.7 of
ADB2 applied. 420 Instead, the material choice was given scant consideration and appears to have been taken
jointly by Rydon and SDP 421 albeit no individual took responsibility. 422 Lawrence confinned he had not
checked the NBS specification for which insulation product should be used423 nor was he aware that Cx
TB4000 was Class F. 424 He claimed that Rydon were not aware of any relevant regulations. 425 Dixon of SDP
acknowledged that SE were not consulted on the insulation; 426 that it had no direct evidence that BC was
aware of the products used; 427 that there were no discussions with Harley on the interface with the external
works; 428 and conceded that the fire safety of this solution was not discussed at all. 429 This shambolic approach
was summarised by Dixon as:

'~vou

put it through a chain of command, including the design teams, the client,
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[BC], and my understanding is that eve1ybody had looked at that, everybody had agreed that and said we
could proceed on that basis. "430
8.6 Selection of uPVC window surrounds. Aesthetics and ease of installation governed the selection of
uPVC. Dixon admitted that no consideration was given to its fire perfonnance. 431 Instead, what mattered was

"the product needs to be easy to install, it needs to be quick, it needs to be pre-finished. "432 Lawrence too
confirmed that he had not considered the fire safety of the uPVC reveal in conjunction with the material
behind it433 and was addressing a "purely aesthetic trim" to the inside of the window. 434
8.7 Cavity barriers ("CBs")

8. 7 .1 Inherent unsuitability: Harley is deserving of particular criticism for failing to address the reality that
horizontal, intumescent rainscreen CBs were doomed to fail in the event of a fire. As evidenced by the oft
cited email of Daniel Anketell-Jones, Harley was well aware that: "There is no point in "fire stopping", as we

all know the A CM will be gone rather quickly in a fire. " 435 Ray Bailey too explained that his understanding
was that a cladding panel would only last 10-20 minutes in a fire. 436 Lamb for his part claimed that it never
occurred to him to check whether the Siderise CBs had been tested in a rainscreen system. 437 Having expressly
identified this issue, Harley failed to provide in evidence or at the hearing any adequate explanation for its
failure to raise and suitably resolve this evident problem with any other members of the DT.
8. 7.2 Positioning: Harley merits further criticism in light of the fundamental flaws in its development of SE' s
design; and Rydon for its inertia in the face of obvious issues and warning signs. Rydon failed to notice that
Exova's fire safety strategy included no reference to CBs 438 and despite being included on highly pertinent
email exchanges on this topic, did not consider instructing Exova or any other fire safety consultant on this
point439 . Lawrence agreed that Rydon's involvement could fairly be categorised as "something of a

spectator. "440 Harley's drawings 441 showed CBs (incorrectly named "jirebreaks ")which were non-compliant
with ADB2 Diagram 33 as the horizontal CBs did not align with compartment floors 442 and did not correspond
with the position shown on SE tender drawings, where the CBs were immediately at the head of the window
and in line with the compartment floor. 443 More importantly, Harley's drawings contained no reference to any
CBs around the window openings which represents "a fundamental failure to comply with the guidance in

ADB2" as well as a "serious worsening of the non-ADB2 compliant arrangements shown within the Studio E
430

Dixon T/44/143:17-23
Dixon T/44/170:1-4and171:24 -172:5
432
Dixon T/44/170:21-25
433
Lawrence, T/25/126:8-15
434
Lawrence, T/25/126:2-7
435
{HAR00006585}
436
R Bailey, T/33/149:11-17
437
Lamb, T/38/70:10-17
438
Lawrence, T/25/5:25 - 6:4
439
Lawrence, T/25/7:14-25
440
Lawrence, T/25/8:1-4
441
{HAR00008581} {HAR00009729} {HAR00008886}
442
Hyett, 4.4.99 {PHYR0000029/111}
443
{SEA00002499}
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tender information. "444Lamb was aware of the functional requirement B3 and ADB s9 445 and agreed that the

requirement for CBs around windows in Diagram 33 couldn't be clearer446 but simply assumed that SE had
taken steps to consider another solution. 447 Although Lamb considered SE's drawings on CBs around
windows were unclear, he failed to check this with SE and relied on Harley's apparent satisfaction with their
absence. 448 Yet the Harley design team did not look at ADB or any other relevant industry guidance on what
the extent of CBs ought to be. 449 The failures of Rydon and Harley are particularly egregious in light of the
lessons learned on the importance of CBs from the Tap low House fire, which were not fed through
the face of the express advice received from Siderise of a "weak link" for fire at the window.

451

450

and in

No credible

explanation was offered by any witness for their failure to heed such a clear warning.

9. Key failings of Exova
9.1 Fire engineer's role: "fire engineering is about protecting people ... a massive responsibility452 "

9 .1.1 Although individually Ex ova's witnesses claim to have understood their role as being predominantly
safety focussed, their casual attitude to carrying out the tasks suggests they did not feel the weight of this
responsibility in practice; they lacked proactivity in seeking information, even basic information such as the
nature of the cladding and the route to compliance being followed 453 . Lane identifies the requirement for
proactivity in the role, and the dangers of assumption: Exova's failure to ask for further information such as
the FRA for the boxing club and/or to probe the GT FRA means Exova would be unable to give "a robust
professional opinion" as it was required to. Without the infonnation Exova should have caveated its advice:

"Ifyou never get it you have to qualijj; your opinion ... quite fi'ankly it's the scary aspect of being a fire safety
engineer " 454

9 .1.2 FIA Guide as the benchmark for conduct at GT. Lane considers the FIA Guide May 2015 reflects good
practice of how an FE should conduct themselves going back to the time of GT and has benchmarked Exova's
performance against it455 .Ashton accepted the FIA Guide definition of the role being focussed on safety and
compliance 456 and generally accepted that a fire engineer's work would be linked to RIBA stages whilst noting

444

Hyett, 4.4.101 {PHYR0000029/111}
Lamb, T/38/45:5-25
446
Lamb, T/38/48:4-8
447
Lamb, T/38/50:24 - 51:3
448
Lamb, T/38/57:14 - 58:2
449
D Anketell-Jones, T/37/33:7-13
450
Albiston, T/35/149:14-19
451
{HAR00003927} {HAR00003928}
452
Lane T61/126:13-23
453
Ashton T17/138:10-140:14
454
Lane T61/120:19-121 :7
455
Lane T61/24:25-26:20; T61/138:1-6
456
T16/41 :13-22 " ... to provide advice in relation to fire safety aspects of the design in order to provide reasonable confidence that
the design that is developed .. as well as the completed building should achieve an acceptable standard offire safety, and meet all
relevant legal fire safety requirements" {INQOOOl 1219/4}
445
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that usually their involvement ceased at D/E 457 . Ashton further accepted a key role of a fire safety engineer
was to be responsible for setting out the perfonnance requirements to achieve the functional requirements of
the BR 458
9 .2 Key failures concerning the fac;ade

9.2.l EFSS: the seminal error. This was an opportunity "to properly define the baseline safety condition of

[GT]" to inform the refurbishment fire strategy and establish necessary mitigation measures and be certain as
to the improvements the refurbishment would achieve 459 . In order to assess the risks in an existing building,
the FE must understand the existing fire safety provisions and constraints. The research and site activities
needed to achieve this understanding are contained in PAS 911 :2007. Preparing an EFSS is higher risk than
preparing a strategy for a new building and without understanding the existing condition it is impossible to
understand the impact changes will have on occupant safety460 . The very basis of the EFSS preparation was
flawed, since the initial visit carried out by James Lee was of grossly inadequate length and the product
produced could not be used by others at it lacked the necessary detail 461 . The resultant EFFS 462

" .. failed

entirely to record the existing building condition 463 '',failed to mention the RRO or its requirements, failed to
address various provisions of ADB2 464 , provided no analysis of the existing fire protection measures 465 and
hazards to occupants posed thereby. Insofar as the EFSS contained assumptions or identified unknowns, it
failed to state how that impacted the risk as assessed by Exova and should have contained a caveat that the
report could not be relied upon unless/until the unknowns were resolved 466 . In this respect the EFSS was
positively perverse and dangerous. The whole point of an EFSS is not to assume existing condition or
compliance with original regulations, but to establish them 467 . The fact that Cooney claimed the EFSS was
merely a draft does not provide any excuse: as a competent engineer, Exova should have revised it468 .
Critically, whilst identifying the purpose groups of occupants defined in ADB, the EFSS contained no analysis
of the characteristics of occupants within those groups (whether sleeping or requiring assistance to escape) nor
did it link the existing fire protection measures to those occupants 469 . Lane concludes that the EFSS was

"Wholly inadequate and notfitfor any relevant purposefor which it was supposed to be put" and as it did not
constitute a record of the existing building condition, could not be used as a basis for the RRO FRAs, nor to

457

T16/48:10-16
Ashton T16/50:3-8
459
Lane T61/87:19-88:9
460
T/61/30:15-35:13 Lane Fire Safety Engineer Report 3.6.20-6.2.23 {BLARP20000017/49} and T61/28:5-31:17
461
T61/77:19-278:19; T61/80:14-82:21
462
8.8.12 {EX000001312}
463
Lane Fire Engineer Report 4.1.18 {BLARP20000017/336}
464
Lane Fire Engineer Report Table 5-15 {BLARP20000017/3149}. This is "a simple tool to show what's missing" T61/123:7
465
In particular it assumed the ventilation system was working (albeit noting it should be assessed for compliance) see par 3.3.6 re
excessive escape distances {EX000001312/10} and Cooney T14/168:2:-171:5
466
T61/91 :3-24
467
T61/94/25-95:-18
468
Lane T61/99:16-100:1 l
469
Dr Barker admitted she did nol consider MOE for those wilh disabilities T15/149:1-6
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inform the necessary mitigation measures in the refurbishment strategy470 .The EFSS not only failed to identify
the conditions in GT (compartmentation, including flat entrance doors

471

lifts, absence of an active smoke

control system472 ) it constituted a gross error in failing to identify the Achilles heel of GT, namely there was
no adequate MOE for residents, including the disabled/vulnerable and represented a loss of opportunity to
improve the MOE. The fact that Cooney was aware that TMO was, by the refurbishment "making an existing
crap condition worse" placed Exova under an obligation to warn TMO of this and to explicitly identify and
address the elements which exacerbated the existing condition473 .
9.2.2 Fire safety strategy for building as refurbished. Each of the three versions of the OFSS was flawed, and
did not use the EFSS as a baseline on which the refurbishment strategy was built, as Ashton did not
understand this 474 . The purpose of a FSS is to provide "a founding source475 of the required performance
criteria for the architect's fire strategy drawings to enable compliant and active and passive fire protection to
be prepared476 . Each version of the OFSS including the last stated under "Compliance with B.:f. External Fire
spread'·' that: "the proposed changes will have no adverse effect on the building in relation to external fire
spread but this will be confirmed by an analysis in a fi1ture issue of this report477 ". No such analysis was ever
carried out. Instead, Exova continued to make this statement in each of the 3 issues, failed to state the entire
building was to be over-clad, and most critically considered the works (therefore including cladding478 ) would
have no adverse effect, despite Exova having carried out no analysis to support that statement479 , which in
Lane's opinion is "very serious evidence ofprofessional negligence from [her] perspective as a practisingfire
engineer" and remained her opinion following Ashton's evidence. 480 . Ashton seems to have considered that
further information would be provided by the DT at some point to enable him to carry out a further analysis
but he lacked proactivity. He did accept that the failure of the OFSS to address the cladding meant that it did
not provide an overview of how fire could affect the building 481 . When it was put to him continued reliance on
the incomplete OFSS was an abdication of his professional responsibility he accepted Exova should have
asked about the cladding details but countered " ... we can only react to what we 're being asked to look at "482 .
Issues 1 to 3 of the OFSS suffered from other serious flaws: Issues 1 & 3 failed to refer to fire strategy

470

Lane Fire Safety Engineer Report 5.7.1 contains a list of inadequacies in the EFSS and impact of these at 5.7.25.7.6{BLARP20000017/157}. Lane confirmed that the evidence of Cooney and Dr Barker had not changed these opinions
T61/130:23-131:2
471
Lane T61/102:2-103:7
472
Lane Fire Safely Engineer Report 14.1.23 {BLARP20000017/336} and T61/115:14-117:6
473
Cooney email to A Marlyn 17.8.12 {EX000001279} and Lane T61/125:16-24; T61/127:20-24. Lane does not know precisely
which elements Cooney considered lo be the exacerbating elements T61/130:1-12
474
T18/11:4-7
475
Lane Fire Safety Engineer Reporl 3.6.8 {BLARP20000017/48} and Lane T61/23:10-24:2
476
Ashton T/16/49:12-50:2
477
{TM000828399/9}
478
Ashton's evidence was that lhe definition of works included cladding Tl 7/44:17-25
479
Ashton T17/130:25-131:5
480
Lane Fire Safety Engineer Report 6.5.9-6.5.12{BLARP20000017/187} T61/167:1-8
481
T17/48:5-17
482
T17/130:25-131:5; T17/133:3-135:3; T17/135:8-22
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plans483 , all issues failed to identify the location of CBs 484 Issue 1, issued at the end of Stage C did not cross
refer to the EFSS and failed to fully address the requirements of ADB2 Bl-B5, in particular failed to provide a
performance standard (statutory requirements) for the external wall ("a serious omission "485) and thus did not
contain the level of information required for an RIBA Stage C Fire Safety Strategy486 . Albeit the Stage C
report (link emailed to Ashton at 11.3 8 am on 31. l 0 .12 487 , the same day as he sent Issue l) did contain details
of zinc cladding and Celotex FR insulation488 , Ashton claimed not to have opened the link, and never to have
read the Stage C report 489 , but Lane considers it was incumbent on him to have done so either before or after
completing Issue l, and to have read the Stage C report or at least word searched for fire references. He should
have appreciated that the entire building was being overclad and with both a panel and insulation490 . Lane's
opinion is that if Ashton had not seen the details of the cladding as yet, he should simply have identified the
performance requirement and said nothing further, alternatively caveated the report by stating he had no
details of the cladding 491 . Ex ova's failure to do so did not facilitate compliance as it left the architect/others to:
"try to decipher'·' Exova's intention492 .Lane considers that Ashton may well have been referring to space

separation requirements in sl3 ADB2 as opposed to those in sl2 (fire spread through the external wall
construction) 493 but there lies the danger in not setting out clearly what the performance requirements are: had
he referred to ADB2 sl3, no-one could have misunderstood him as referring to sl2. Although Exova were not
sent a copy of the Stage D Report, Lane considers they should have asked for it before beginning their next
version of the OFSS (stage D/E) 494 .At latest the cladding should have been mentioned in Issue 2 (October
2013), but Lane considers even a reasonably competent FE at this stage 495 might not have questioned the fact
that Celotex was proposed, albeit Lane considers Exova should subsequently have questioned it496 . Issue 3
also lacked the locations of cavity barriers despite the DT contacting Ashton to ask for guidance on that on
4.11.13 which Lane considers fell below the standard of the competent FE 497 . The final version of the OFSS
dated 7.11.13 was incorporated into Rydon's contract498 , executed in October 2014, and was the report
submitted to LFEP A for the first statutory consultation499 giving the impression this was the final position. If,
483

Despite Ashton's admission that normally Exova would refer to drawing numbers, and that >Vithout reference to drawings it
would be difficult to understand on what information the OFSS was based T17/129:23-130:1
484
FSS are required to detail CBs see FIA Guide {INQ00011219/4} admitted by Ashton T16/44:18-45:25. Lane T62/59:9-60:10
485
T61/174:1-12
486
Lane Fire Safety Engineer Report 6.5.13 (and Table 6-15) -6.5.20{BLARP20000017/188} Table 6-15 at {/190}
487
{EX000001575/1}
488
{MAX00000445/28} {/82}
489
T17/32:3-33:18; T17/37:24-38:7
490
Lane T61/174:24-179:2; T61/182:22-183:14
491
T61/168:16-25; T61/171:3-17
492
T61/169:12-25
493
T61/172:5-174:12
494
Lane T61/187:10-190:4
495
Issue 2 was daled 24.10.13 {EXOOOOOl 758}
496
Lane T61/190:23-191 :4;
497
Lane T61/211 :14-213:25 and summary of criticisms ofissue 3 at Lane Fire Engineer report 6.9 {BLARP20000017/213} and
these remain unchanged despite Exova's witnesses' evidence T61/222:22-223:1
498
Schedule of Contract Information item 115 {TM010041791/275}
499
Lane Fire Engineer report 11.3 {BLARP20000017/319}
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as Ashton claimed, the OFSS was a stage D not a stage E fire strategy and not a fairly final version, then he
should have indicated that once he began to receive detailed queries

500

.

9.2.3 Exova's ad hoe advice. Exova gave piecemeal and inaccurate advice without ever having received
complete details of the cladding system, failed to obtain those details even once it became clear that the
cladding had changed (from zinc to aluminium501 ) and failed to revise its OFSS Issue 3 at any stage. Given the
professionals and client at GT would have regarded as Exova as a "Top Tier" firm, they would have
considered they were receiving highly competent fire safety advice 502 and therefore would assume that Exova
would advise revision of the OFSS were it required. As Ashton admits, had he been aware of the totality of the
specification and that it included Aluglaze (Styrofoam) he would have advised it was non-compliant 503 .The
dangers of giving piecemeal advice in a vacuum cannot be overstated: as Hyett said: "Giving unqual(lied

advice is just not acceptable. This is very. very serious territor/ 04 ".Lane considers a large proportion of the
questions (concerning insulation and cavity barriers) flowed from the fact that no detailed FSS was ever
produced 505 . Exova's advice in this period contained serious errors and was in Lane's opinion "entirely

inadequate "506 :
(1) Failure to identify need for CBs around windows. As a result of Harley's September 2014 RFI asking
about the location of horizontal CBs, Ashton became aware that no CBs around windows were proposed but
failed to correct that 507 . Critically he also erred in suggesting that CBs would be required if the insulation was
combustible (CBs were anyway required) 508
(2) Failure to state insulation must be MOLC. Harley in the RFI thread sent Ashton the Cx RS5000
datasheet) and asked whether no CBs were needed because the Cx insulation was Class 0 (which Harley
wrongly considered was non-combustible). Ashton replied by simply stating Class 0 was not always noncombustible but failed to make clear that B4 required at least MOLC 509 . Ashton had no explanation for this
except that he did not know the proposed route to compliance and did not ask 510 . By 2014 Exova should have
been aware of the rapid changes in terms of new combustible materials as highlighted by BR 135
should have been aware of international cladding fires

511

3rd

Ed and

.These matters should have led it to question Cx

500

Ashton T17/128:9-14; T17/131:20-22 Lane T62/27:2-28:21. In particular Harley 17.9.14 RFI re location of horizontal cavity
barriers {HAR00003616} Lane T62/T62/38:5-39:12
501
Lane T62/63:24-8
502
Lane Fire Engineer report 4.3 .24 {BLARP20000017/55} and T61/68: 11-69:20
503
T18/87:19-23
504
Hyett on Mr Ashton giving advice condoning use of combustible insulation was in the wall {EX000000708} and Hyett
T64/180:1-11
505
Chronology of advice given in tabular form Lane Fire Engineer Report {BLARP20000017/356} and 8.4.11 {/270} Lane
T/62/11:22-12:18
506
Lane T62/103:1-8
507
Lane T62/43:18-24 T62/45:7-15 Ashton did not give lhe drawings sufficient attention to notice no CB at window cillT18/39:1942:3
508
Lane T62/44:7-25
509
Lane T62/48:10-50:8 Ashlon accepted that the email suggests whal Harley thought il did namely CBs nol required ifinsulalion is
MOLC. Accepted could be better worded T18/35:5-18
510
Ashton T17/137:24-138:9
511
Lane T61/196:6-16; T61/202:21-203:5
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insulation. Crawford claimed to have had a conversation with Ashton around this time on 17/18 September512
in which Ashton allegedly emphatically stated Cx RS5000 was compliant and that he asked for confirmation
in writing, but Ashton denied the conversation and notes there was no confirmation in writing other than the
17 .9 .14 RFI email threads which are not emphatic about anything. Crawford' s evidence on this point was not
credible, not least because it is inconsistent with the RFI email thread and nowhere mentioned in his witness
statements. Furthermore, had such an important confirmation been sought and obtained, Crawford would be
likely to have sought unequivocal confirmation.
(3) Failure to identifY need for revised FSS as at 18.9.14. Lane considers and Ashton admitted, that given
the two major non-compliances identified above, Exova should have at latest at this point have recognised the
need for a revised FSS 513 . It follows from Lane's serious criticisms of the OFSS and Ashton's subsequent
advice that Ex ova should, have clearly caveated the entirety of its work by reference to the fact that unless and
until that "future issue'' of the OFSS had been prepared, the OFSS and other advice Exova had given could
not be treated as reliable and might be undermined514 .
(4) Failure to identify CBs in a rainscreen cladding were unfeasible. Ashton was told by Crawford in the
2015 email thread re fires-stopping/CBs that "metal cladding always burns and falls ojf". Lane's evidence
was that a competent engineer would have investigated with an architect how ADB2 diagram 33 might be
515
. d usmg
. ramscreen
.
ac h 1eve
.
9.2.4 Failure to understand/address inclusive design provisions in ADB2
Exova considered that the law did not require them to consider MOE for those with disabilities and that
assumption underlay the EFSS and OFSS. Ashton had been involved in drafting BS5888-8 1999 MOE for the
disabled and yet still failed to consider this 516 . Exova's approach was incorrect as it overlooked the inclusive
design provisions of ADB2 which identify reasonable measures e.g. lifts which Lane considers a reasonably
competent fire engineer must take into account. Given Exova was advised there was an evacuation lift, it
should at least should have raised the issue and enquired about the building's occupancy. Exova did not:
Ashton claimed he would only do so in the case of an elderly persons' home 517 .The need to question
occupancy is vital, given the risk profile of a building is a function of its occupancy and fire growth rate 518 .

9.3 Culture within Exova: wilful non-compliance
There seems to have been a total lack of care in general approach by Exova to its work, which Lane considers
common within the industry519 , but that does not detract from Exova's culpability in allowing such a culture to
pertain whilst holding itself out as "a top tier" firm with a "worldwide reputation for excellence in fire
512

Crawford Tl0/91:16- 92:11; T/10/10719:11:3 Ashton T18/71:7 - 74:11
Lane T62/51 :19-52:24 Ashlon T18/16-131:4
514
Lane T61/120:19-121:7
515
Crawford email to Ashton 31.3.15 {SEA00013049} Lane T62/67:6-16
516
Evidence of Dr Barker and Ashton contained in Lane T62/85:22-88:23
517
Lane T62/89:3-95:9 Ashton T18/150:19-151:3
518
Lane "The Management and Maintenance of[G1]" Ch6/l 0.1.7 {BLARP20000034/150}
519
T61/126:1-23
513
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sajety"520.Exova did not take its responsibilities seriously and this extended to pricing and execution of its
work. Lane finds its fee proposals both for the EFSS and OFSS were "wholly inadequate"

521

and Cooney

accepted that the price quoted for the EFSS would equate to a first draft only 522 .Exova's willingness to tolerate
non-compliance is epitomised not only by Cooney' s remark "making a crap condition worse'·' but also by
Ashton's response to Pearson noting a non-compliance with statutory guidance was to retort that this was

" ... debatable. Let's hope that Paul Hanson doesn't pick up on it523 ". Lane considered that the non-compliance
was "rather fundamental": the only debate was as to the risk to life thereby posed 524 . Ashton initially admitted
that he "veJJ; definitely" thought it was part of his role to "argue Building Control comments away and to get

into a debate with them" as Crawford suggested Pearson had on KALC. 525 On another level, the fact that peer
review at Exova was carried out by junior people is almost guaranteed to result in mistakes such as the failure
to notice that B4 had not been fully addressed526

10. Key aspects of poor workmanship and a totally unprofessional/irresponsible attitude
Although not significantly causative, the nature and extent of these failures tell us something deeply troubling
about the extent of wilful non-compliance .To Osborne Berry's discredit, Lane observed an extensive list of
workmanship defects in the CBs, including horizontal CBs installed in the vertical position527 , with the
intumescent strip facing the building 528 , roughly cut and poorly fitting edges 529 , ill-fitting joins between CBs 530
and horizontal CBs interrupted by rails. 531 This is perhaps unsurprising, in light of Osborne Berry's admission
that they did not see any manufacturers' installation guidance or notes, despite (at least Osborne) never having
installed Siderise nor intumescent CBs on any projects prior to GT. 532 Both Osborne and Berry insisted that
vertical CBs were installed on site 533 and claim ignorance as to how the legion of defects discovered post fire
could have escaped their eye at the time. 534 Little credence should be given to the evidence of those who have
engaged in - and admitted - such dubious business practices as charging for engaging in the pretence of work

"8 men no workfiJr I day machines up in air to look like working" 535 and who were the subject of
contemporaneously recorded complaints (albeit now denied) of "banging on peoples windows to scare

520

Exova Fee proposal 9.5.12 "Company Profile" and listing awards won {EX000000164/1}
EFSS: Fire Engineer Report 4.3.36- 4.3.47 {BLARP20000017/61} and T61//71:6-74:25 OFSS 4.3.110-4.3.122
{BLARP20000017/73} T/61/160:5-15
522
T14/193:3-17
523
{EX000001444}
524
Fire Engineer Report 4.3.81 {BLARP20000017/99} Lane T61/206:20-207:1
525
Albeit then caveating his remark by saying Exova's role was to provide a safe building: T18/80:5-81:12
526
Lane T61/208:23-210:6
527
{BLAS0000008/48}
528
{BLAS0000008/48}
529
{BLAS0000008/45} and {BLAS0000008/46}
530
{BLAS0000008/48}
531
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532
Osborne T/43/139:19 lo 140:11 and Berry T/44/31:11-17
533
Osborne T/43/149: 12 to 150:6 and Berry T/44/51:25 to 52:3
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Osborne T/43/148:15 lo 157:18 and Berry T/44/57:25 to 58:6
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Berry T/44/25:8 - 26:9
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animals. " 536 The installation of cladding panels fared no better. The BBA certificate for RB required the

cladding panels to be installed in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations 537 and cladding
contractors to have undergone suitable training. 538 Yet Osborne conceded he was unaware of the identity of
the manufacturer 539 , had not seen the manufacturer's requirements on installation 540 , had no formal training 541
and had never even seen the BBA certificate. 542 Yet further, Rydon's evidence was that the joints on the
insulation boards were not taped543 , albeit Osborne Berry now denies this. 544 On the interior, SDP's
installation of the interior window reveals was the subject of numerous complaints, from both Rydon 545 and
the residents. 546
11. The role and responsibility of RBKC's Building Control Department ("BC") The failings of BC are

clear and egregious. Its role was to provide the final line of defence against the dangers posed by noncompliance with BR: a safety net, designed to ensure a minimum level of safety for occupants and the public
alike. 547 It failed entirely in this task. In its opening, RBKC has conceded some failures - realistically, there
was no other route properly open to it - but only after extensive submissions on why this does not attract any
. b"l"
l ity. 548
1la
11. l.

Key substantive failures concerning the facade

11.1.1. Requiring design information. BC failed to reject a full plans application which (contrary to Regl 4
BR) was not accompanied by any plans demonstrating how the work would comply with the BR (including
Part B of Schedule l ). 549 When information was provided, the fact it was incomplete was either not noticed 550 ,
or not followed up. 551 It failed to require provision of a full and comprehensive package of design information
the cladding system and an updated version of Ex ova's fire strategy, 552 both of which were needed to assess
compliance with Part B. Mr Hoban appears to have considered that absent full design infonnation, it was open
to him to approve the plans, subject to a condition of using the appropriate material, rather than a condition

536

Berry T/44/83:12 - 84: 25
{BBA00000047/6}
538
{BBA00000047/4}
539
Osborne T/43/116:9-11
540
Osborne T/43/117:7 -118:7
541
Osborne T/43/71:20-23 and 72:9-12
542
Osborne T/43/116:17-23
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Hughes T/27/86:16
544
Osborne T/43/193:16-20
545
Dixon T/44/216:25 to 218:8
546
Dixon T/44/226:16-21
547
Menzies, T60/68:17-21 and 70:19-23.
548
{RBK00055479/21-27}. Paras 96 lo 105, spanning less than two pages, identify lhe accepted failings. Those paragraphs are
preceded by four and a half pages of submissions seeking to exculpate RBKC from civil liability (paras 81 to 95).
549
Menzies, para 326 {BMER0000004/100}. Hoban accepted this: T45/161:11-12. In practice, it appears that BCOs generally
required sufficient details to know the scheme is viable (i.e., would in principle comply with the Regulations) but would not expect
fully detailed information if it was not available at lhat stage. The principles of compliance should be established: T45/17:11 to
18:14; T45/20:1 to 22:23; and T45/25:2 to 26:10.
550
Hoban, T45/164:9-11
551
Hoban, T45/165:2 to 166:1 (regarding cladding) and T45/166:8-167:18
552
Menzies, summary at paras 38 and 39 {BMER0000004/9} and 303 to 307 {BMER00000004/96-97}
537
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that he be provided information to satisfy him the material was being used - a clear derogation of
respons1"b"l"
i ity. 553
··
11.1.2. Insulation. Though Hoban appears to have understood the linear route to compliance had been chosen,
he knew Cx RS5000 was not a MOLC. He claims to have relied upon an LABC certificate, either on the
LABC website or Cx 's own website, 554 which suggested to him that a BS 8414 test had confirmed the material
was suitable for use on a building exceeding l 8m in height, provided it was attached to masonry. 555 However,
it is clear that Hoban had limited, if any, understanding of the nature and role of that test 556 and while he may
have seen a statement that RS5000 was suitable for buildings above 18 metres, he did not examine precisely
whether that was so. 557 Hoban's explanation for his failure to ask Rydon or the professional team to provide
clear information demonstrate to him that RS5000 was suitable for use on GT was " ... dealing with the

consultants on the previous project, I had a good working relationship with them and felt confident that they
knew what they were doing." 558
11.1.3. Cladding. In relation to cladding panels too, Hoban was asleep at the wheel: if he hadn't already
spotted the change on drawings 559 he had nevertheless identified during site inspections that ACM had been
used rather than the zinc cladding panels shown on the drawings, but the significance of this change and the
need to check compliance of this cladding "didn't register" with him at the time. 560 The reason for this
appears to have been an unacceptable trust placed in the professional team that they knew and understood the
BR561 .Hoban claimed to have checked the BBA certificate for the Reynobond ACM cladding panels, but this
was not mentioned in his written evidence. 562 Ifhe read the certificate at all, he had probably looked no further
than the first page 563 and had a very limited understanding of its contents, including the significance of the
different available cores, or the type of fixing. 564 His familiarity with the guidance in ADB2 relating to Class 0
and the need to check test evidence carefully was similarly limited. 565 It appears that Hoban in fact took
assurance from the project team that the cladding system had been used elsewhere and passed by other
building control officers, rather than exercising independent scrutiny. 566

553

Hoban, T45/189:8-190:25.
Hoban, T46/33:15-34:2
555
Hoban, T45/38:5-7 and T45/38:24-39:15; T46/37:10-14
556
Hoban, T45/39:10-40:16; T45/44:11-20, referring to it as "the other test". See also T46/43:2-5, where Mr Hoban accepts that he
did not know what a BS 8414 test was.
557
Hoban, T46/45:4-15
558
Hoban, T46/32:6:17. This attitude pervaded Mr Hoban's work. he suggested lhat visits to Grenfell Tower were a lower priority
because it had a learn of consullants on the job with whom he had previously worked: T 461164:22 to 166: 12.
559
Hoban was unable lo say whether he had seen the change in drawings issued by SE on 24 November 2014: T46/4:10. But he was
aware of lhe change by March 2015 when he saw the Harley specification: T46/6:24-7:4
560
Hoban, T45/201:10-202:14.
561
Hoban, T45/202:14-1
562
Hoban, T45/204:11-205:7; T46/10:6-21 and 12:6-13:5.
563
Hoban, T46/18:12-25 and 23:14-17
564
Hoban, T46/20:19-22:8
565
Hoban, T46:23:22-26:1
566
Hoban, T46/75:23-76:22.
554
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11.l.4. lnsulated "infill" panels. When sent the Harley specification in March 2015, Hoban did not notice
that the materials being specified for the window infill panels were Styrofoam and Kingspan TP-10 because he
did not read the specification properly at the time. As a result, he did not consider whether these materials
complied with the guidance in paragraph 12.7 of Approved Document B, or query their use with SE, Rydon,
or Harley. As with the Celotex insulation, his explanation for this failure was an unacceptable reliance upon
others: an "understanding that Exova were also dealing with the project." 567
11. l .5. Cavity barriers: Hoban claimed that he understood the window frames were constructed from steel and
would therefore act as a cavity barrier. 568

He was unable to explain where this "understanding" had

originated569 . It had no reasonable basis in the drawings or elsewhere. 570 Hoban accepted that there ought to
have been cavity barriers at the head, jamb and cill of the windows to comply with Diagram 33 of ADB2, but
could not recall whether he had ever queried their absence with the project team. 571 He did not inspect to see
whether they had been installed and accepted that the failure to do so fell below the standards of a reasonably
competent building control inspector. 572 Hoban also failed to seek any details of cavity barriers between the
crown and the top of the cladding, or within the crown itself 573 He admitted this during question and initially
explained that he believed no cavity barriers were required because it was not a concealed space. 574 When put
to him that Diagram 33 of ADB2 was clear in its requirement that the top of the cavity be closed with a cavity
barrier, Hoban claimed he understood from an SE drawing that it would be closed. 575 Hyett notes that both SE
and Harley failed to require a horizontal barrier at the top of the cladding or vertical fire barrier within the
crown (permitting horizontal fire spread). 576
11.l.6 Regulation 38: Fire Safety Information. Regulation 17(2) (Completion Certificates) of the Building
Regulations 2010 requires the local authority to only issue a completion certificate where it has "been able to

ascertain, after taking all reasonable steps" that Regulation 38 - the obligation on the person carrying out the
work to provide fire safety information to the responsible person - had been complied with. The practice at
BC was simply to ask the contractor whether it had complied with the Regulation 38. No steps were taken to
ask for evidence it had been provided. The information itself was not requested to check that it was adequate.
Hoban asked David Hughes "towards the end of the project" whether he had sent the information to the
TMO. Hoban claims to have received an assurance that it had been. He did not record that in writing. His only
explanation for adopting this approach was "That was the way it was done in the office. " 577 However, this did
567

Hoban, T46/26:3-28:9, 28:12-29:17
Hoban T46/94:19 to 95:25.
569
Hoban, T46/96:1 to 97:8.
570
Menzies, {BMER0000004/0U 7} at para 395; Hoban T46/100:9-102:8.
571
Hoban, T46/97:U-98:3.
572
Hoban, T46/100/1-8. Menzies describes this as a "fundamental failing" {BMER0000004/123} at para 400
573
Menzies, {BMER00000004/0123} at para 405.
574
Hoban, T46/102:19
575
Hoban, T46/103:2-104:13; {HAR00006598}
576
Hyett {PHYR0000029/75} al para 4.3.81 and {PHYR0000029/0128-0129} at paras 4.4.130-131; Lane Phase 1 Report,
{BLAR00000006/75-77}
577
Hoban, T46/200:5 to 203:24.
568
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not comply with a BC guidance note issued by John Jackson which required confirmation by email or letter. 578
Moreover this approach - and Menzies' view that verbal assurance was sufficient, so long as documented by
the BCO - are difficult to reconcile with the Regulation 17 requirement that "all reasonable steps" should be
taken to ascertain compliance. 579 Menzies did not provide a reason 580 why it would not be a "reasonable step'·'
for a BCO at least to require a written evidence that the fire safety information had been provided to the
responsible person, but also to require sight of the fire information to check that it appeared adequate. By
contrast, Lane's view is that the BCO needs to have sight of the fire safety information to ascertain
compliance with Regulation 38. 581
11.2.

Procedural failures. RBKC has conceded some procedural failings: the acceptance of a full plans

application without any drawings or design information attached, the lack of any formal procedure for tracking
progress of applications, and the failure to issue a decision notice upon receipt of the full plans application. 582
To this must be added a lack of proactivity and planning in relation to site visits 583 and a failure to schedule
inspections so that important areas of the works could be examined before being covered up, 584 the lack of any
formal process recording the BCO 's satisfaction with key elements of the Building Regulations, 585 and the
unacceptable policy of "weeding" records from the project file. 586
11.3.

Structure of the department: "Patches" and the "Means of Escape Group". The way in which BC

was structured played some role in its failure to exercise adequate control over the GT works. Subject to
exceptions, work was allocated geographically (by reference to "patches") rather than according to the level
of experience of team members. 587 The result of this was the selection of an unsuitable officer for this project:
Hoban had no prior experience of a project involving over-cladding of an HRB or advising on cavity barriers
in an external wall construction exceeding 18 metres. 588 The "means of escape group" (which by the time of
the GT project was limited to Paul Hanson) was typically used for advising solely on parts BI and B5 of the
Building Regulations. This appears to be the result of a positive decision within BC to limit the scope of
responsibility of that group to B l and B5 leaving B2 to 4 for surveyors to deal with. 589 Though area surveyors
could consult Hanson on B2-B4, there is some evidence they rarely did so. 590 Menzies is rightly critical of the
ill-defined nature of the relationship between the "means of escape" group and the failure to use the expertise

578

{RBK00048629_ 0002}
Menzies, T60/207:17-208:21. See Lane's view regarding verbal assurance al T62/146:22-147:1.
580
Menzies, T60/208:5-25. Menzies accepted that it was "best practice" to check the information provided but did not explain why
it was not a reasonable step lo take.
581
Lane, Regulation 38 {BLARP20000006/288-9} al paras 21.2.18-20.
582
RBKC Phase 2 Module 1 Opening Statement, paras 97-100 {RBK00055479/26-27}
583
Hoban, T46/150:16-151:7 (lack ofproactivity); T45/87:6 to 89:12 (planning visits and frequency).
584
See e.g., Hoban, T45/151:19-152:7 (in relation to cladding system generally); T46/137:5-23 (windows).
585
Hoban T46/78:23-80:13.
586
Menzies, paras 45 to 45 {BMER0000004/0011} and paras 543 to 545 {BMER0000004/154-155}
587
Jose Anon, para 10 {RBK00029897/3}; Allen, T47/96:4-97:20; Hoban, T45/101:3-20.
588
Hoban, T45/90:23-91:7 and T46/108:17-18
589
Hoban, T45/120:12-21. This may have a historical explanation: see Hanson {RBK00033894} at paras 4-24.
590
Hanson {RBK00033894/0004} para 21. Hoban said he would seek advice "from time to time": T45/124:5
579
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available in the department to advise on Part B more generally. 591 The result was that rather than a qualified
fire engineer

592

dealing with the fire safety issues, it was left to surveyors who professed themselves

inexperienced and largely untrained 593 in in Part B of the BR.
11.4. Abdication of responsibility. This manifested itself in several ways: First, a failure actively to seek
complete and accurate design infonnation and evidence of how the design would comply with the BR. 594
Second, a failure to take responsibility for inspecting key elements of the works by actively seeking site
inspections prior to those elements being covered up. Third, notwithstanding that it was the last link in the
chain to spot a problem 595 , an unacceptable willingness to rely on the competence of the project team, rather
than to rigorously check compliance of the design and work, 596 or rely upon the use of materials on previous
597 Th.
.
. de of trust an d re 1.iance perva d ed BC 598 .
projects.
is att1tu

11.5.

Workload in the department and impact of Approved Inspectors ("Als'}. The advent of Als reduced

work for the department, which led to redundancies. 599 Hoban claimed the reduced department size caused his
workload to become excessive, citing more than 100 live jobs at a time, 600 but he was not required to work on
them concurrently. 601 Allen considered the workload was generally the same but accepted some experienced
an increase; he noted that there would be busy and quiet times. 602 Work was redistributed to assist
Hoban603 .There is a conflict of evidence as to whether workload was discussed regularly, or assistance
prov1"ded .604

However

that

conflict

lS

resolved,

an

excessive

workload

does

not

justify

incompetence/carelessness. If time and resources were insufficient, Hoban should have alerted his manager in
writing, rather than failing to ensure the works at GT were compliant and safe.
12. Competence problem

591

Menzies, paras 221-8 {BMER0000004/55-56}. Hoban, T45/124:17-125:13. Cf. Allen T47/148:6-149:2
Hoban, T45/121:22-24: {RBK00033899}
593
Hoban's training in relation to the Building Regulations and Approved Documents was limited to in house seminars on changes
thereto: T45/17:18-21 and 20:6-20. He does not appear to have received training specifically in relation to fire safety elements:
T45/19:19-25 and 24:19-23. He had no training on the overcladding of high-rise residential buildings: T45/28:7-15. Approved
Inspectors are subject to a more stringent qualification and training regime: Menzies, paras 172 and 177 {BMER0000004/45-46}
594
An example is a repeated failure to seek a copy of the specification: Hoban, T46/111:6-15.
595
A proposition Mr Hoban accepted: T 46/58: 17-22
596
See for example: Hoban T46/32:9-17 (reliance upon other professionals), T46/61:7-63:13 (Hoban denies this, despite his written
evidence), T46/164:22-166:12 (prioritising inspection of other sites because there were lots of professionals involved in Grenfell
with whom he had worked before); T45/202:14-204:10 (assuming that professionals knew what they were doing and understood
Building Regulations, which led him to tmst them).
597
Hoban, T46/75:16-76:22
598
Jackson {MET00065096/0003-4} suggests that the degree of attention given to sites would vary depending on the project team
involved.
599
Hanson CV {RBK00033899/3} and first statement para 34 {RBK00033894/5}; Allen, T47/99:14-100:4and106:4-21. Hoban
claimed the reduction in the size of the department was due to "austerity measures": {RBK00033934/0001}, para 3.
600
Hoban, {RBK00033934/0001}, para 3; T45/111 :22-112:2.
601
Allen T47/121:16-122:14.
602
Allen, T47/106:25-107:7 and T47/122:17-123:20
603
Allen, T47/128:24-129:7
604
Hoban, T45/115:3-17; Allen, T47/119:11-120:17.
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12.1 Lack of Definition Only Architect is a legally protected title 605 . The generic term Engineer (as opposed
to defined grades including Chartered Engineer) is not and nor is Fire engineer, albeit it is possible to become
a Chartered Fire Engineer, but that is not a prerequisite to describing oneself as a "fire safety engineer". From
the public's perspective, it is not clear which persons are qualified fire engineers and which are not. The fact
that unqualified persons practice as fire engineers is certain to and does result in the profession being riddled
with a lack of competence. The same might be said of the Society of Fa9ade Engineers ("SFE") which offers
membership based on recognised technical training, for example the MSc in Fa9ade engineering (first offered
by Bath University from 1990) but it is not a requirement of membership of SFE that the member should hold
such qualification606 . Again, the effect is there is a profession undefined by reference to specific mandatory
qualifications.

12.1.2 Lack of competence influences culture Lack of competence and poor attitude/culture are linked. Lane
considers that when practitioners forget their primary responsibility of protecting people, it is then that they

"get caught up in the game of ... making things work, getting things through ... 607 ". Those who are Architects
or Chartered Engineers are more likely to feel a sense ofresponsibility, albeit GT tells us that is not invariably
true: Dr Barker does not seem to have felt the weight of responsibility on checking the EFSS and openly said
in evidence that the RRO did not have "much influence" on her thinking 608 thereby showing a fundamental
lack of understanding as to the requirements of an EFSS which was to identify shortcomings in statutory
compliance. Barker also does not seem to have felt, as the only Chartered Fire Engineer in the EFSS team (or
indeed the entire Exova GT team) that she should take responsibility for the EFSS 609 . Similarly, SE does not
appear to have considered itself responsible for compliance despite the clear terms of its appointments both
with TMO and Rydon.
12.2 Architects, " ... we are a little green on process and technicality so I propose some rapid [CPDj6 10 .
Sounes did not even appear to have understood how to educate himself: his initial reaching out to MF would
not (he accepted in evidence 611 ) assist him in the over-cladding design process. His next and only further
research was to look on-line, which led him to conclude that over-cladding was "a bit of a niche in the

605

Architects Act 1997

606

https://www.cibse.org/society-of-facade-engi neering-sfe/j oin-sfe/ sfe-fel low-mem bersh i p-req u i rements
https: //www. c i bse. o rg/ society-of-fa ea d e-e ngi n eeri ng-sfe/j o in-sfe/ sf e-m em be r-m em be rsh i p-req u ire me nts

https://www.cibse.org/getm ed ia/87 4fe3a9-63ea-4421-861 b-e9790d3953c6/9150•CI BSE_CPD-guidancebookl et_29Ma rch_0930. pdf .a spx
607

T61/126:13-127:18
T15/24:8-12
609
T15/43:3-46:6
610
Sounes' email 29.2.12 {SEA00003567/1} Sounes said in evidence this related to the over-cladding and renewal of heating with
residents in place, albeit he did not accept il was lhe over-cladding per se in which he felt inexperienced T/6/185:5-187:7. His w/s
par 64 made clear that the over-cladding was a factor in his perceived inexperience {SEA00014273/32}. In the event he spoke to
someone at MF (he could not recall whom) about over-cladding and heating so we may assume these were the areas in which he fell
inexperienced T6/191 :2-9.
611
T6/191:24-192:2
608
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market" and to find CEP whom he discovered on-line (and later contacted) 612 . Although SE could have
recruited staff with experience in order to surmount this difficulty

613

,

the fact that they did not and instead

considered they could "learn on the job" but without advertising their lack of relevant experience to the client
(despite having done so on smaller projects) 614 , illustrates the dangers of unconscious incompetence. That is, a
failure to understand one's limitations and when third party expertise is required, which Hyett considers is an

"essential" aspect of professional competence 615 . Sounes did not possess this awareness: he considered
(contrary to Hyett's opinion616 ) the cladding was not at all the most complex part of the refurbishment in terms
of design/specification or regulatory compliance 617 . He accepted that SE's knowledge required expansion for
the GT project, but considered it "within our skills " 618 and is supported in that belief by Mr Hyett, albeit he
considers SE was under a duty to resource itself (including, if necessary, making "strategic hires" for what
was, for them "a new and challenging type ofproject " 619 . Sounes admitted that SE produced no statutory
compliance review, but his position was SE was not required to check sub-contractors' designs for compliance
and therefore it was not needed620 . Despite agreeing that fire safety is one of the most important aspects of the
design of an HRB, fundamental to any architect's practice that they would have an "awareness" of the fire
safety provisions in the BR621 , SE did not possess such understanding. Sounes admitted he did not "expect to

he able to use [the Approved Documents/ on [GT] necessaril/22 "and did not read the external fire spread
section of B4 during his time on the GT project, nor was he aware at the time that Diagram 40 contained a
sketch 'e' (stipulating surface flame spread) which was relevant to GT 623 . He was not aware of the two main
potential routes to compliance (linear /large scale test) and therefore was not aware of BR135, more
shockingly did not even know what route to compliance was actually followed at GT 624 . Crawford claims to
have known the route being followed 625 , but if so then he should not have accepted Ashton's advice
effectively condoning the use of combustible insulation626 . Sounes did not have a clear understanding of Class
0 and he had not heard at all of the Euro-classes Al/A2/B 627 . Critically, he was unaware of section 12.7

612

T6/193:1-14
Hyett Amended Report 2.5.14 {PHYR0000027/17} Sounes said SE did not even consider hiring someone experienced to assist
with over-cladding because SE considered the specialist cladding sub-contractor would be primarily responsible for the design and
did not expect to be "designing something specialist" but only "rhe design intenr and ... sujficient for it to be priced" T7/18:22-19:16
614
Sounes TG/193:19-194:24
615
T64/3:20-24
616
Hyett Amended Report 2.11.1 {PHYR0000027/55} "The over-cladding of the building "envelope' was by far the most
complicated part o/the project in terms o/design, ~pec(fication and regulatory compliance"
617
T7/21:18-14
618
T7:15-19
619
Hyett Amended Report 2.5.12 b) &2.5.14 {PHYR0000027/17}
620
Sounes T7/131:11-14; T7/132:2-4
621
T7/133:10-23
622
T7/134:25-9
623
T7/137:15-17; T7/139:2-5 T7/148:16-19
624
T7/138:9-16
625
T9/176:23-177:11; T9/179:11-18; T9/180:3-7
626
Ashton email dated 18.9.14 {EX000000708} and Hyett T64/178:22-181:2
627
He considered Class 0 was surface resistance to fire and was unaware of what tesls it was derived from T7/140:1-14
613
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ADB2, had not heard oflimited combustibility, and cannot recall having read section 9 ADB on CBs628 . A
part of the problem seems to have been that the lack of a compliance checklist meant SE assumed others
within SE were addressing compliance 629 .The emphasis of the training programme is insufficiently focussed
on technical training as opposed to aesthetics and content varies depending on school630 . Too much of the
programme is coursework based, with no obligation to work on projects of specified types, meaning there is
no uniform training on e.g. HRB.
12.3 Chartered Fire engineers ("CFE") are awarded membership grades and fire qualifications only by the
IFE which operates under licence from the Engineering Council ("EC") (the regulatory body for the UK
engineering profession) which registers engineers and also provides a competence standard "UK-SPEC". The
qualifications recognised as entitling chartership (as Engineering Technician, Incorporated Engineer or

Chartered Engineer 631 ) require an engineering degree or demonstration of the required knowledge 632 .
Although the EC provides broad guidance on the CPD requirement there is no specific core curriculum for it
for the different engineering disciplines, and nor is there in the IFE Guide to CPD albeit there is a 25 hour
requirement (but content is more important than required amount) 633 . The EC UK-SPEC also provides
guidelines for codes of conduct each chartered institution should adopt including preventing avoidable danger
and whistleblowing 634 . The IFE and EC are to be distinguished from the Fire Industry Association (the UK's
largest fire protection trade association) which produced a "Scope of Works for the Fire Engineer'' which
provides clear definitions of responsibilities of the fire engineer for work falling within the RIBA stages and
has itself produced a set of competence criteria but these depend upon clients retaining CFEs635 . The problem
is that because anyone may call themselves an engineer636 , a firm such as Exova is free to hold itself out as
providing "Fire Safety Engineering Services" and yet despite being regarded as a "top tier 637 "firm, the only
CFE at Exova involved at GT was Dr Clare Barker (involved only on the EFSS team; Exova had no CFE on
the refurbishment team) 638 . Ashton, despite being an associate at Exova, had no formal fire engineering
training, albeit he claimed 90% of the department he worked in either had /were working towards some
qualification639 . Furthermore, he lacked any experience in over-cladding of any kind, still less high rise 640 . Yet
628

T7/142:15-143:1
Sounes candidly admitted he did not refer to ADB because he assumed Rek was doing this T21/71:16-72:3
630
Hyett Amended Report 2.2.8 -2.2.12{PHYR0000027/7}. See also ARB Criteria: no weighting to criteria except for design
element {INQ00014113/3}. Hyett suggests full training on the BR. Currently such training as there is on BR takes place in part 3 of
the Architect's !raining (but which part not all those who work within architect's firms do) T64/55:22-57:7
631
General competence expectations for each of these three are listed in the UK -SPEC UK standardf(Jr engineering competence
{INQ00013950/38}
632
{INQ00013950/30}
633
Lane T61/9:21-10:1 Lane Fire Engineer report 2.3.2 {BLARP20000017/13}UK -SPEC UK standardf(Jr engineering competence
{INQ00013950} CPD guidance at {/35} JFE Guide lo CPD and Professional Development portfrJ!io {INQ00013947//7}
634
{INQ00013950/33}.
635
Lane Fire Engineer report {BLARP20000017/41} Guide for Procurement o,,fFire engineering Services {INQOOOJ 3948} Lane
T61/46:21
636
Except the titles of Eng Tech C Eng & ICT Tech which are defined litles under the EC's Charter and Byelaws
637
Lane Fire Engineer report 4.3.24 {BLARP20000017/55} and T61/68:11-69:20
638
Lane Fire Engineer report 4.6 {BLARP20000017/82} Lane T61/51 :1-25
639
Ashton T16/24:2-17
629
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he was effectively unsupervised by anyone, still less a CFE 641 . Arup in 2015 decided all work should be
signed off by a CFE (Lane considers that was also the case in 2012) and it is preferable that all members of the
profession should be required to be registered, albeit companies should take responsibility for ensuring all
their staff are competent regardless of chartership 642 .
12.4 Competence interface risk. As was illustrated by MF's intervention proposing FR5000 by their Stage C
Report, there is a need for, but a lack of understanding by, construction professionals of interface risk: there is
a requirement for professionals to understand the basics of fire safety and the extent to which each
profession/discipline is responsible for it, in order to understand what impact their own works /proposals
might have on fire safety.
12.5 CPD Just as there is a lack of a technical core curriculum for the professions above, so also there is a lack
of a core curriculum for CPD. Neither has it been sufficiently clear to members of professional associations
that CPD is mandatory; see e.g. Sounes who considered his membership ofRlBA required him to do CPD but
did not seem to know how much and was not sure whether his membership as a Registered Architect of ARB
required him to do any CPD 643 . SE as a firm also did not organise effective CPD with no seminars in 2014 and
2015 but in 2012 CPD given by Celotex. 644 This highlights the danger of CPD being used as a marketing
opportunity for manufacturers under the guise of education645 . It does not seem coincidence that RBKC BC
(Allen) had attended CPD from KS on part L. Sounes may have attended CPD by Cx and McQuatt of MF did
attend CPD by KS and had nevertheless failed to appreciate Cx was not suitable for use over l 8m. Exova does
not appear to have had a CPD programme in 2012 646 whereas Lane considers any competent engineering finn
would run a programme, and by 2013 Arup and other firms were sufficiently worried about materials and
certificates that they ran fa9ade seminars to educate about external fire spread647

13. Conclusion: A suggested recommendation
13. l There are no simple answers to the problems in the construction industry epitomised by GT, and doubtless
the Inquiry is considering with its experts what the key recommendations should be. From the BSR's
perspective, perhaps the fundamental problem which underlies everything else is the lack of competence at all
levels within the industry and the lack of universally applied titles for specific skillsets which titles can only be
used by those with specific qualifications. Poor culture is to a degree linked to this. It is often said that for
historical reasons it is too difficult to legislate to create a protected title engineer. That may be so, but the
individual titles (already protected by chartership and their bye laws) could be defined and protected by
legislation. It would then be clear to all what e.g. a fire engineer is, and importantly, others would then not be
640

T16/28:21-29:8
Ashton T17/159:11-160:11
642
T61/52:4-53:5 and T61/66:10-66:18
643
Sounes T6/175:17-23
644
"U1·ing Celotex to Meet Part L 2010" {SEA00014423} Sounes did not recall whether he attended but was aware of Part L of BR
T6/178:18-179:7
645
Lane considers talks by manufacturers should not be described as CPD at all T61/58:22-59:9
646
Pearson T19/6:23-7:14
647
T61/60:23-62:25, T61/65:5-9
641
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able to use that generic term. Core curricula and core CPD requirements could then be defined by the
registering body under such legislation (as does ARB under the Architects Act).
13.2 The Inquiry will doubtless wish to consider also inviting ARB to revise the guidance it gives as to the
Parts 1-3 criteria for architects and whether this should, as Hyett suggests, have a more technical foundation
and be more specifically focussed on statutory compliance; not just in relation to fire, but to all aspects.

Stephanie Barwise QC
Omar Eljadi
Marie-Claire O'Kane
Dalton Hale
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